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Summary
The Challenge: Saving family wage jobs
Thousands of Washingtonians count on small and medium size manufacturers for family wage
jobs. But many of these companies don’t have the resources they need to withstand defense
cuts. Where can these manufacturers get the help they need to diversify and increase
productivity so they can survive?
The Answer
Six manufacturers in Washington State were chosen to test whether the Next Generation Lean
program could speed up production, lower costs and free up capacity in their plants so they can
survive long-term. The pilot – part of the federal Investing in Manufacturing Communities
program led by Puget Sound Regional Council -- was funded by the Washington State
Department of Commerce’s DOD Office of Economic Adjustment’s Defense Industry Adjustment
grant and delivered by MEP Impact Washington.
The Results
The six defense supply chain companies – ranging in size from 45 to 600 employees – found
that the Next Generation Lean program helped them diversify and play in the highly competitive
global marketplace:


Return on Investment

$1 Million in savings per year – double the cost of the pilot.



More Jobs



Faster

Higher productivity = more business and 50 more jobs at one
company alone.
A 105-day process now takes only 13 days at one company,
allowing it to process more orders. Another company was
able to ramp-up weekly production of a key product by 87%.



More Revenue

Revenues are up 40% at one company, which is using
increased capacity to diversify into new markets.

The Opportunity
Next Gen LEAN program – and the public/private partnership behind it – can help these
manufacturers not only stay in business, but also retain and grow family wage jobs. The
program and the partnership that delivers it have proven they get results.
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The Partners
This is the public/private partnership behind the successful Next Generation Lean pilot and
others projects focused on shoring up the supply chain in Washington State:
 WA State Department of Commerce, administering DOD Office of Economic Adjustment
funds
 Washington Military Alliance, a coalition of military and defense related stakeholders for
the three main components of the sector representing industry, community support
partnerships, and infrastructure
 Puget Sound Regional Council, lead on the federal Investing in Manufacturing
Community Partnership designation
 Impact Washington, the Washington state Manufacturing Extension Partnership (in
partnership with Factory Concepts and Build To Demand)
The Companies


Custom Interface, a woman-owned business in Bingen with 60 employees, primarily
supplies the unmanned aerial vehicle industry.



Sagetech, a market leader in micro avionics based in White Salmon, employs 55.
“We have realized a number of incredible gains through the use of the NextGen Lean
process. The project highlighted our need to diversify our customer base. Revenue
from customers other than our largest customer will double this year vs. 2015. This is
achievable because we were able to reduce our response time on orders by 50%.” -SageTech Tom Furey, Chief Operating Officer



Morpac Industries, a woman-owned business in Pacific employs 45 people and supplies the
electric utility market, US Navy vessels, commercial ships, nuclear plants and water
treatment facilities.



Jorgensen Forge Corporation, located in Tukwila, supplies the aircraft, aerospace, oil and
gas, marine and defense markets.
“It worked! We added 20 jobs in the last 6 months since we began the NextGen LEAN
process, and are hiring 10 to 15 more now. We expect to add to a total of 50 more jobs
in 2016”, Jorgensen Forge President Mike Jewell



Skills, Inc trains, employs and serves people with disabilities in four plants throughout the
Puget Sound area. Over 600 employees supply parts primarily for the aerospace industry.



Tri-Tec Manufacturing, with 45 employees in Kent, engineers, designs and manufactures
parts for the maritime industry.
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Project Background
Impact Washington, an affiliate of the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s
Manufacturing Extension Program (NIST-MEP), is a not-for-profit organization chartered to help
small to medium-sized manufacturers improve their performance.
In May, 2015, Impact Washington was enlisted by WA Department of Commerce to conduct a
pilot project designed to help the state's defense contractors diversify into alternative markets.
The larger partnership ecosystem was involved in various aspects of the project and
surrounding outreach. This pilot project was conducted as part of a larger project grant
provided to the State of Washington by the Defense Industry Adjustment (DIA) Program of the
Office of Economic Adjustment in the Department of Defense (DOD).
The pilot project consisted in engaging six businesses that are receiving significant revenue
from DOD contracts or subcontracts but that have recently experienced a loss, or are under
imminent threat of a loss of sales due to reduced DOD expenditures in a standardized approach
intended both to assist them with strategic planning and to help them increase their
manufacturing effectiveness with a particular focus on manufacturing cycle time. The six
companies selected were:







Custom Interface, Bingen, WA
Jorgensen Forge Corporation, Seattle, WA
Morpac Industries, Pacific, WA
Sagetech, White Salmon, WA
Skills, Inc., Auburn, WA
Tritec Manufacturing, Kent, WA

This report consists of two sections. The first section is an independent study conducted by
Josh Whitford of Columbia University and Andrew Schrank of Brown University detailing the
pilot project and lessons learned. The second section summarizes the results of the NextGen
Lean portion of the project.
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Detail of Pilot Project and Lessons Learned
The Context
Communities that play host to military contractors often confront two related problems. Military
spending is highly volatile, leaving them vulnerable to cyclical—and even secular—defense
cuts, and military suppliers are highly specialized, leaving them ill-suited to alternative markets.
The altogether-too-frequent results are not only layoffs, downturns, and resentment, but
difficulty ramping back up if and when defense demand returns. The State of Washington has
long been particularly dependent on defense contracting.
In Late 2015, Impact Washington conducted a pilot project designed to help the state's defense
contractors diversify into alternative markets. Impact Washington, an affiliate of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology’s Manufacturing Extension Program (NIST-MEP), is a
not-for-profit organization chartered to help small to medium-sized manufacturers improve their
performance. The pilot project was conducted under the auspices of a larger project grant
provided to the State of Washington by the Defense Industry Adjustment (DIA) Program of the
Office of Economic Adjustment in the Department of Defense (DOD). That larger award comes
on the heels of the designation of the Puget Sound Region designation in May, 2014, as a
Manufacturing Community under the Investing in Manufacturing Communities Partnership
(IMCP). Impact Washington consequently received logistical support, and some matching funds,
from the Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC). The budget for this pilot DOD Supply Chain
Diversification Project was $500,000. The goal of the pilot was to provide a replicable model to
share with the broader defense manufacturing community, but it should be noted that the
project’s emphasis on diversification strategies may have application beyond companies that
are overly reliant on defense spending.
IW identified six businesses that are receiving significant revenue from DOD contracts or
subcontracts but that have recently experienced a loss, or are under imminent threat of a loss,
of sales due to reduced DOD expenditures. Four of the manufacturers identified are in the
Puget Sound metropolitan area, while two are located in the Columbia Gorge, closer to
Portland-Vancouver. Case studies of each of the six projects, now completed, have been
conducted by IW account executives and resource specialists. The purpose of this white paper
is less to recapitulate or summarize those case studies—all are available to the reader upon
request—than to provide an independent assessment of the pilot and identification of positive
lessons (or caveats) insofar as replication is pursued.
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Those manufacturers are:
Jorgensen Forge Corporation, a privately held company that employs 240
people in Tukwila WA. Jorgensen Forge provides high-quality forgings
from material grades and low alloy steels to the aircraft, aerospace, oil
and gas, marine, and defense markets.
Tri-Tec Manufacturing, a privately held company employing 45 people in
Kent WA. Tri-Tec engineers, designs and manufactures actuators, firesafe ventilation valves and flux drive couplings primarily for use in
maritime applications.
Morpac Industries, a woman-owned S corporation that employs 45 people
principally in Pacific WA. The company supplies line stringers and
switches to the electric utility market, but also manufactures an electric
valve actuator for navy vessels, commercial ships, nuclear plants and
water treatment facilities.
Skills, Inc., a self‐supporting Social Enterprise organized as a 501 (c) (3)
non‐profit with a social mission to train, employ and serve persons with
disabilities. Skills employs more than 600 people across four plants in the
Puget Sound area that fabricate and finish competitively priced parts
primarily for aerospace applications.
Custom Interface is a woman-owned business that employs 60 persons in
Bingen WA. It is an ESOP, but the founder retains 51% ownership. The
company provides turnkey manufacturing capability and prototyping
especially, but not exclusively, for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAVs)
manufacturers.
Sagetech, a privately held company that employs 55 people principally in
White Salmon WA. Sagetech is a market leader in micro avionics, with a
specific specialization in small transponder for UAVs. The company also
engages in contract manufacturing of composite parts and avionics
refurbishment.
Each company was engaged in a project managed by an IW account executive but conducted
with the extensive assistance of outside consultants (hereafter “resource specialists”) selected
and engaged to deliver training and other specialized services. They were offered a “twopronged approach” intended both to assist them with strategic planning and to help them
increase their manufacturing effectiveness with a particular focus on manufacturing cycle time.
The first prong offered participating companies a business assessment to describe their current
state, strengths, weaknesses, and also assets that might be deployed to help stabilize or grow
through diversification. Key activities included an assessment of their assets in their community
and business context using the CoreValue software tool and process, as well as a more
conventional expert holistic analysis.
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The CoreValue tool demands that company leadership answer questions around a series of
“value drivers” to benchmark the company’s status relative to best practices. It plots the
company’s “enterprise value”—an estimate of the amount of money required for an acquirer to
buy a company at current market price, including cash, debt, and other items associated with a
business—and compares it to an industry norm to identify operational and market deficiencies.
A key output is a visual representation of the assets available to the company, as well as
relations among those assets (whether internal or external).
The major goals of the software assessments and asset maps are to identify and rate areas of
improvement opportunity relative to their potential payoffs. The idea, put simply, is to more
systematically engage company leadership in the development of strategic plans oriented
particularly towards growth through diversification into new markets, new product development,
and export potential. The plans themselves can be developed (if necessary) and/or revised and
reviewed going forward with the support of IW project managers and consultants.
The second prong consisted of training and guidance in the use of “Next Generation Lean”
metrics and tools developed by Build-to-Demand, Inc. Those tools are expected to complement
and supplement, but not to replace, lean knowledge and skills that may already exist in the
organizations. They prioritize improvement activities based on their ability to reduce
“manufacturing-critical-path time” (MCT), defined as “the typical amount of calendar time from
when a customer creates an order … until the first, end-item of that order is delivered to the
customer.”
Participants were trained in MCT Critical Path Mapping, the definition of part families, and the
identification of “value streams.” They were also provided a copy of software for, and training in
the use of, “MPX value stream modeling.” Value stream mapping is a relatively conventional
spreadsheet-based lean technique that serves to analyze the flow of manufacturing and
production process, as well as the information that controls the flow of materials through that
process. MPX relies on queueing theory to take into account dynamic interactions. It allows the
user to quickly simulate “what if” scenarios changes in lot size, equipment, skills, etc. without
having to actually make the changes.
The pilot envisioned a focused project at each participating firm—“teaching the participant to
fish”—supported by IW staff. Participants were expected to define part families, to select a high
impact value stream to model, to target a part and to map observed MCT (by tagging parts and
observing the empirical value stream for a series of parts). Participants would then model a
particular value stream, explore what-if scenarios, define and implement a future state, and
compare the results got to those found through modeling. The goal, as is typical in lean
manufacturing, is to reduce waste but with a particular emphasis on the development of the
capacity to respond quickly to customer orders without pre-built inventory.
The authors—Josh Whitford of Columbia University and Andrew Schrank of Brown University—
have experience in the study of American manufacturing and technology policy. They were coprincipal investigators on a recently concluded National Science Foundation-funded study of
NIST MEP.
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Whitford has conducted a past study of efforts by a consortium of large manufacturers to
promote modernization and collaboration among their suppliers in conjunction with NIST MEP,
and has been named an Industry Studies fellow by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. Schrank has
published extensive research on industrial development in the US and abroad, including work
linking science and innovation policy to regional development (e.g. on the relationship between
Sandia National Laboratories and the growth of the renewable energy industry in New Mexico).
Their assessment of the IW project relies in part on a review of project documentation, including
the case studies written by IW account executives and their contracted resource specialists. But
they have also conducted their own interviews with IW personnel and, individually or jointly,
visited each of the six participating firms and conducted extensive interviews with their
representatives—without IW personnel present. Company representatives were encouraged to
speak freely, and were promised anonymity, especially in regard to any critical feedback they
wished to provide. The authors have of course received funding to cover the costs of research
and writing this report, but they have no other stake in the outcome (i.e. there is no plausible
prospect of “follow-on” project work for the authors; their motivations are professional).
The remainder of this white paper is in four main parts. The next two sections discuss the
strengths and limitations of the logic of project design, placing them in the broader context of
American policies to support manufacturing. The fourth section summarizes project outcomes.
The final section draws lessons for future such initiatives.
The Logic of the Project Design
Public support for regional supply chain development is rooted in the idea that the many smalland mid-sized manufacturers who sell their skills and wares to other manufacturers and/or endusers in a given community constitute a sort of “industrial commons.” The techniques and
technologies they need to survive and thrive in a competitive global economy—and, therefore,
to produce value and jobs locally—are hard to build, easy to destroy, and highly interactive—
such that a threat to one firm can reverberate through the community.
This generates the risk of a vicious cycle. It can make economic sense, at least in the short
term, for individual firms to move production elsewhere—especially when they rely on
specialized suppliers or compete on speed. (For instance, if key suppliers are in Asia, their
customers may have reason to produce in Asia as well.) But their individual decisions can have
collateral effects not just on their employees and suppliers, but on other customers of their
shared suppliers (who may even be in different industries). Insofar as those shared suppliers
are strained by the loss of a customer, for instance, or may think about following that customer
abroad, there is a risk of a cascade effect, as the hollowing out of the industrial commons
undermines the competitiveness of large “original equipment manufacturers” who will begin to
look elsewhere for parts (not only to China, but to Germany and Japan, or even different regions
in North America). This, in turn, undermines the incentives for new investment at suppliers, and
so on.
This cycle operates, but with a particular twist, for suppliers to the defense industry.
International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) mean that defense contractors and suppliers
generally need to be located in the United States.
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The so-called digital revolution and the advent of new materials have also generated new forms
of “cross-pollination” of innovation across industrial sectors, even as the performance needs of
the defense industry mean that suppliers must be able to design and manufacture to complex
specifications and very high quality standards. This means that the Department of Defense and
defense contractors have a particular interest in the maintenance of the American industrial
commons, lest they lose out on access to world class manufacturing and cutting edge
technologies.
Defense spending therefore offers, at least in theory, a means to backstop the maintenance of
the industrial commons so that it is available to manufacturers oriented towards commercial
markets as well (or instead). The well-known hitch is that the defense industry offers reasonable
margins and insulation from foreign competition, but in return demands more than just that its
suppliers meet a series of stringent certifications. The vagaries of the defense budget cycle—
“sequestration” is just one example—and the occasional demand that suppliers prioritize
national defense related contracts/orders over others can require that the suppliers invest in
excess capacity and cost structures that cannot, however, readily be exploited to compete in
alternative markets.1
These risks—identified in economic terms as the problem of the “spillover”—are at the root of
the sorts of market and network failures that have long served as the rationale for the particular
structure of the MEP system. They are also manifest in the logic of the Investing in
Manufacturing Communities Partnership (IMCP) initiative. That initiative’s stated aim is to
encourage communities to develop better connections not just between the public and private
sectors, but to better stimulate connections within those sectors as well. It is therefore notable—
and beneficial—that by embedding this pilot project in a designated manufacturing community
the DOD has helped forge a connection between Impact Washington and the Puget Sound
Regional Council that had previously been lacking.
It is also notable that the project, as designed, responds at least in part to the particular context
of the defense manufacturing supply base. The strategic planning prong of the project is
oriented towards the identification of assets that can be exploited in the pursuit of alternative
markets. The specifics of the second prong – “next generation lean” – focus on the improvement
of manufacturers’ abilities to respond to customer orders quickly. This has the potential to allow
manufacturers to better redeploy capacities developed to the standards of defense contracting
into civilian applications without imperiling their simultaneous commitment to existing defense
customers.

This is due to the Defense Priorities and Allocations Program (DPAS). DPAS is used to
“prioritize national defense-related contracts/orders throughout the U.S. supply chain in order to
support military, energy, homeland security, emergency preparedness, and critical infrastructure
requirements.” See: https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/other-areas/strategic-industries-andeconomic-security-sies/defense-priorities-a-allocations-system-program-dpas

1
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Constraints Rooted in Project Design
There were three principal constraints inherent in the design of the project: selection of
participants; timeline to completion; and scope of intervention. We elaborate on these
constraints not to criticize the project’s designers—who were necessarily forced to balance
competing policy objectives in project design—but to highlight the ways they shape both project
outcomes and interpretations. On the one hand, they mean that the pilot, as conducted,
arguably constitutes a “hard test” of the two-pronged model—strategic planning and Next
Generation Lean—and therefore strengthens the lessons that can be drawn. On the other hand,
they mean that the results of the projects be interpreted with caution, especially at this early
stage.
The first constraint—a selection constraint—derives from the requirement that participating firms
be drawn from a population of defense suppliers that have lost, or are at imminent risk of losing,
sales due to reduced DOD expenditures. As a result, the project was arguably engaging the
most vulnerable, and therefore most difficult, cases. This is not to question the policy rationale
of economic adjustment; certainly there is a real need to mitigate job loss due to changes in
DOD spending. However, it does mean that it was not possible to select suppliers entirely on a
“Return-on-Public-Investment” (ROPI) basis, wherein IW might seek to engage those suppliers
whose diversification might be expected to contribute most to the regional “industrial commons,”
or who perhaps had the greatest potential to diversify into new markets and therefore to
generate new jobs and/or value.
The second constraint—a timeline constraint—has two facets. Both facets relate to the fact that
the project began in the summer of 2015 but had to be completed by the close of that same
year. The beginning date meant that IW was forced to enroll participating firms across months in
which key personnel had holidays and, more critically, in months in which many potentially
eligible participants were preparing new bids for work and simply did not have the slack
resources needed to fully engage the project. The second, and more critical, facet of this
constraint is that the second prong—the Next Generation Lean process—was compressed. By
way of comparison, in previous exercises, IW personnel and resource specialists had delivered
Next Generation Lean services to Boeing suppliers at strategic intervals across a 6-month
period, therefore allowing for experimentation and adjustment “on the fly.” The projects
assessed here necessarily took place in one-to-two month windows, which obviously makes the
process more difficult.
The third constraint—a scope constraint—is that the pilot was designed to improve the
performance of supply chains but did so with a set of interventions focused exclusively on
suppliers. This is not without benefits, given the aforementioned arguments about the industrial
commons. But it is still worth noting that best practice studies of policy for supply chain
modernization recognize both (i) that it is difficult to engage multiple firms in projects and
nonetheless (ii) that there can be considerable public benefit to doing so—that is, to engaging
both upstream and downstream producers in the search for solutions to systemic problems.
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For instance, Susan Helper, until recently the Chief Economist at the Department of Commerce,
has written about the possibility of policy solutions that encourage “collaborative relationships
between firms at all tiers of the supply chain, wherein firms share cost savings from identifying
and eradicating inefficiencies that they might not have been able to address on their own.”2
Selection Constraint
There is ample evidence that the selection criterion in fact served as a constraint, especially as
regards the first prong of the pilot. One participating firm took part in only the first phase of the
CoreValue assessment but did not continue on the grounds that the tools and metrics that
underlie the assessment, and which would therefore have grounded the strategic planning
component of the project, were simply not well calibrated to the company’s non-profit social
mission.
Another family-held company that is not oriented towards growth at the moment similarly did not
find the focus of the metrics of the CoreValue tool—which assess value in terms of a potential
market price that naturally highlight growth—to be of particular use in their strategic planning. A
third had done projects with IW in the recent past that had involved a strategic planning session
using that particular tool, and saw no need to repeat the process.
For the other three participants, the tool was a more obvious fit. In interviews, all found the
CoreValue assessment and the related development of “asset maps” to be a useful heuristic.
They remarked, specifically that it had helped them to better identify and share relevant
information with IW staff and resource specialists. Though all had strategic plans in place, they
also found it helpful to have to have an additional and expert set of eyes to revisit and adjust
those plans in an effort to help them diversify. Managers at one firm, additionally, made clear
that they had been and would continue to be using the CoreValue tool to benchmark their
progress going forward. The tool, interviewees said, “forces you to be honest with yourself about
what you have and have not done.”
The selection constraint had implications for the second prong of the pilot as well, at least in
some cases. Though they agreed that the identification of MCT as a metric was in fact useful,
managers at one participating firm felt they had little need for the more sophisticated modeling
capabilities of the MPX software and thus continued to work with standard spreadsheets. Others
recognized that they did not yet have sufficient grasp of the more standard “lean” toolkit, and so
required some initial training before they were in a position to undertake their “next generation”
project. For a third firm, the primary bottleneck identified by management was not on the shop
floor but in the administrative processes required to move a new order through internal planning
and certification processes before it could even be released to the shop floor. The next
generation lean project that was conducted therefore focused on the reconfiguration of
administrative processes, which is a far cry from the shop floor settings in which such projects
had previously been piloted (i.e. with Boeing suppliers).

See “The US Auto Supply Chain at a Crossroads: Implications of an Industry in
Transformation” by Susan Helper. Available at:
http://drivingworkforcechange.org/reports/supplychain.pdf

2
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Timeline Constraint
The compressed project timelines had little implication for the first prong of the pilot, as strategic
planning processes generally involve assessments of data gathered at a particular point in time
(though, of course, it does mean that the implications of any changes made cannot at this time
be directly measured). That compression did however inescapably condition the conduct of
“Next Generation Lean” projects at suppliers. Those conditions were rooted in the fact—as
noted above—that such projects are typically spread across many months. In this particular
case, as one participant observed, they found themselves trying to carry out a “six-month
project in 23 days.”
This constraint did not consist in an insufficient quantity of support from IW account specialists
or resource specialists, to be sure, but in the concentration of that support across the period
stipulated by the grantors (as opposed to the same number of days, but spaced across a longer
period). Next Generation Lean projects begin with some initial training and the definition of a set
of parts to be tracked across the company’s manufacturing process as a means to ascertain the
empirical manufacturing critical path in its “current state.” Retrospective data gathered from an
enterprise resource planning (ERP) system is not typically suitable. This meant, in turn, that
participating firms were forced to focus on part families with a relatively short total “critical path,”
even when they may have had alternative areas of their operations that might, otherwise, have
been prioritized for improvement.
The development, implementation, and testing of a future state was impacted as well. While all
firms (as detailed below) were able to develop and analyze a value stream model, to identify
bottlenecks, and to make corresponding changes in their business model, several were
concerned that they had moved faster than they would have had their access to outside help
been scheduled across a longer period. One interviewee said, for instance, that the short time
frame hadn’t really allowed for a “cultural shift, for a grassroots approach,” as there had not
been “enough time to do the people work.” Another had implemented a series of changes that
gave results but that generated pushback from operators that had to be corrected in the next
process intervention, where operators were more carefully engaged in the identification of the
“future state.” Managers believed that a more gradual rollout would have allowed for a smoother
transition.
Scope Constraint
It is hard to assess the effects of the scope constraint due, not least of all, to the very scope of
this assessment. The investigators have not spoken with representatives of downstream parties
(be they DOD representatives, or the purchasing and/or engineering departments of prime
defense contractors). It is nonetheless worth noting that multiple participating suppliers identified
idiosyncrasies of military contracting as barriers to their ability to streamline operations. Those
barriers ran beyond sequestration and similar uncertainties that inhere in the realities of
electoral competition and congressional budgeting and include a “use-it-or-lose-it” mentality that
leads DOD customers to compress their orders into the ending months of a budget cycle. This
in turn requires that suppliers reserve capacity and/or expedite orders—both of which make it
harder to pursue additional customers.
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The barriers also include situations in which key stakeholders—the DOD, defense contractors,
and suppliers—have come together to identify shared problems but have found that there is no
clear institutional form to generate more systemic solutions. As one interviewee explained: “The
opportunities are there but there’s an institutional deficiency.”
Project Outcomes
This discussion of constraints is by no means intended to suggest that the “wrong” firms were
selected, for example, or that other interventions might have been more appropriate. It is rather
to recognize that tools used were not simply deployed mechanically by IW staff and resource
specialists but were (to our minds properly) deployed flexibly and adjusted with the broader
goals of the project in mind. This is consistent with broader understandings of best practice in
the NIST MEP system, wherein projects are tailored to the specific—and often quite
variegated—needs and situations of the firms served. It is also to underscore that the effects
generated at, and reported by, participating firms are, on the one hand, likely understated
relative to what might have been generated across a longer time span and with fewer
constraints; but, on the other hand, should be interpreted cautiously insofar as it is at this point
impossible to know whether changes generated will be lasting.
The six focused case studies provide a fuller discussion of reported project outcomes. Some
highlights are, however, selected and summarized here.


Sagetech achieved dramatic productivity gains with the help of “next gen” lean practices.
The firm had previously maintained its market position in part due to the innovative qualities
of its micro transponders, but its managers had, by their own admission, “taught themselves
to manufacture” and had thus had only limited exposure to “lean” concepts. They received
initial lean training through IW, embraced the idea, and then turned quickly to the “next
generation.” Modeling their production process with the MPX software allowed them to
identify a set of seemingly counter-intuitive changes in the batch sizes they ran through
machines, and led them to divide their manufacturing lines (among other changes). The new
process is significantly improved, with measured productivity on the line nearly doubling.
They have also reduced their manufacturing lead time, freeing up capacity so that they can
more effectively pursue new clients and business. Sagetech personnel were cautious about
estimating the value of the project in dollar terms, but suggested that the doubling of labor
productivity on the affected line would be worth in the range of $250,000 annually, leaving
aside savings from reduced work-in-progress and new revenue from an improved “win rate”
on orders.



Skills Inc. used “next gen” lean techniques to break bottlenecks in their production
processes and expand their production capacity. The company competes in an industry in
which the ability to turn orders quickly can offer considerable competitive advantage. They
focused on a particular operation—masking—and were able to use the part-tagging and
value-stream-mapping processes to identify series bottlenecks in part queuing. This allowed
them to do more “focused Kaizen” at points that were slowing down part flows. They were
able to reduce the amount of time they spent planning and inspecting and in other ways
that—they estimate—should save them as much as $400,000 annually.
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As important from the perspective of the goals of the pilot, however, they were also able to
reduce their manufacturing critical path time by 1.5 days. This had the effect of increasing
their overall capacity which, given that they are competitive for orders, can be expected to
translate directly into new business.



Tri-tec also used “next gen” lean techniques to dramatically reduce manufacturing critical
path time. The company is currently between Navy contracts, so they had slack capacity. As
a result, the modeling with the MPX tool naturally identified excess capacity in all “what-if”
scenarios, but it also identified one particular area as a bottleneck. The company was also
able to take advantage of the IW resource specialist to help them conduct a series of Kaizen
events using the MCT metric as a focus. Those events helped the company reduce their
MCT by 55% (from 147 to 66 days). This came through reductions in the set up time
required for some processes, the elimination of redundancy in inspections, and improved
work flow. The company estimates estimated annual cost savings of $276,000 and, perhaps
more importantly from the point of view of the pilot, the opportunity to capture new sales
going forward of $487,000.



Jorgensen Forge used “next gen” lean techniques to lower the time between the receipt of
customer orders and their release to the shop floor. The complexity of this process lies in the
need to coordinate numerous interdependent departments in the company—the products
require multiple certifications—and had previously been a bottleneck that was impeding the
company’s ability to pursue more time-sensitive business. This required some creativity in
thinking about how to “tag” orders (rather than parts), define MCT to define a value stream,
and to develop MPX models; but the project was nonetheless able to deliver results. The
company has measured a reduction in the average time of receipt of customer orders (CO)
until release of shop orders (SO), which has fallen from an average of 105 days in June
2015 to 13.2 days in October 2015. And while company leadership is wary of putting a dollar
value on the improvements, they are confident that they will be able to improve their “win
rate” in bidding for new business going forward.



Custom Interface found that simpler—and often commercial—projects were slowed by their
unnecessary tendency to privilege defense contracts with complex assemblies in the
production process. While defense jobs often have higher margins that their commercial
counterparts, and are thus more important to the firm as a whole, they also tend to have
slack in lead-time built into their contracts as well. With the help of IW personnel and
resource specialists, therefore, they learned that they could prioritize the simpler,
commercial jobs—where time was essential to the bid—over defense jobs in the production
process. The mapping of the value stream, and associated changes, thus led management
to set up a new, simple product family workspace that helped reduce manufacturing critical
path time for that family by 80%. They are reluctant to translate those time savings into
precise dollar values, but expect that they will be parlayed into increased sales.



Morpac’s engagement with the project was particularly affected by the time constraint. Many
of their products rely on coordination with supplier firms, and have longer critical path times
than could be mapped in the time available. The company focused on a particular
subcomponent, however, and the project team was able to reduce MCT in that targeted
process. However, because the company’s military clientele are not at the moment
particularly sensitive to delivery dates, monetizing these improvements will require the
translation of lessons learned to product families with more direct commercial application.
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Conclusion
The pilot DOD Supply Chain Diversification Project conducted in the second half of 2015 by
Impact Washington should be deemed a success, though necessarily at this junction only in
preliminary terms. The anticipated annual return—measured by predicted cost savings among
participating firms—is already more than double the half million-dollar project cost, and should
produce ongoing returns (e.g., investment, jobs) by fortifying the industrial commons in the
region. There is evidence that “two pronged approach” involving strategic planning where
needed and, especially, the focused deployment of “Next Generation Lean” tools has helped
participating firms to reduce costs and to free up capacity that can in turn generate new
business opportunities and, in turn, strengthen the regional industrial commons.
There is also some evidence that the project had ancillary benefits, bolstering the public policy
infrastructure in the region. The reliance in the pilot on Impact Washington, a NIST MEP affiliate
with considerable expertise and experience in tailoring project to the needs of SMEs, was not
only well placed to carry out the pilot but, in so doing, built links not only to potential clients but
to public sector counterparts that should prove valuable going forward. Moreover,
representatives of IW and the PSRC testified to a mutual wariness that had previously kept
them at arm’s length from each other, but anticipate growing cooperation now that they’ve
learned of each other’s capacities and reliability through the pilot. We view this as a potentially
invaluable positive externality.
There is an obvious caveat. These are, as noted, preliminary results. The most significant
returns to the pilot ultimately depend on whether and to what degree manufacturers are able not
just to realize the gains from the aforementioned reductions in MCT but to extend those gains to
other areas of their operations and, ultimately, to diversify their operations in ways that make
them more effective members of the industrial commons. Even with that caveat, though, at least
two broader lessons can still be drawn. The first is that the pilot, as conducted should be both
replicable and applicable to the broader defense manufacturing community so long as it is
flexibly applied and therefore fit to the more particular needs of participating firms, as it was in
this case.
The second lesson is more general. The admixture of strategic planning, where needed, with
the deployment of “next generation” lean tools and a focus on Manufacturing Critical Path time
as a means to help downstream firms in supply chains to diversify is by no means specific to the
needs of the defense supply base. This pilot was conducted with constraints on project
participants and the length and times of interventions, and without the participation of upstream
customer firms. Those constraints were, in this case, imposed for sound policy reasons but
likely also restrained scale of firm-level improvements generated across the six projects
conducted. Given that those projects were nonetheless broadly successful it is worth exploring
ways to roll a similar approach—with some of those constraints removed—out to a broader
swath of the state’s industrial commons.
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Summary of Results from NextGen Lean Project
Each company in the pilot program experiences different challenges they need to overcome in order to diversify their customers and
products. Metrics were identified and data taken to ensure progress was made in the pilot projects to in meet these challenges.
Every effort was made to use standardized metrics to document the project impact, but not all metrics applied to all companies
because of the different changes each company faces.
Company
Custom
Interface

Jorgensen
Forge

Morpac
Industries

Focus
Process(es)
Production

Shop Order
Release

Assembly

Challenge/Impact on Ability to
Diversify
Orders are processed through
the same flow regardless of
complexity impacting the
company’s ability to take on a
higher volume of work.
Order are not released to
production in a timely manner
impacting the company’s ability
to take on a higher volume of
work.

Significant Improvements
Gained
MCT (Manufacturing Critical
Time) reduced 79.7%

Long lead times, long cycle times
and excess inventory impacting
the company’s ability to take on a
higher volume of work.

MCT (Manufacturing Critical
Time) reduced 9 days.

Late release of shop orders
reduced 87%

Work In Process reduced
30%

Key Improvements Made
Improved layout for
product families

Better defined roles and
responsibilities regarding
Shop Order release tasks.
More rigorous
communication
concerning new orders to
anticipate and mitigate
risk.
Redesigned production
process
Reduced batch sizes
Point of Use Storage

Lead-time reduced 60%
Cycle Time reduced 50%
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Company
Sagetech

Skills

Focus
Process(es)
Production

Masking

Challenge/Impact on Ability to
Diversify
Production throughput is not as
desired impacting the company’s
ability to take on a higher volume
of work.

Significant Improvements
Gained
Improved throughput by
87%

Key Improvements Made
Redesigned the
production process

MCT (Manufacturing Critical
Time) reduced 51%

Implemented Visual Work
Place and Controls

Long cycles times impacting the
company’s ability to meet their
social mission as desired.

MCT (Manufacturing Critical
Time) reduced by 1.5 days

Implemented Quality At
the Source

Co-location of all
resources necessary to
verify, plan, and review
Planning cycle time reduced the production plan
by 24 hours.
Implemented Visual Work
Place and Controls
Reduced need to mask by
50%
Inspection time reduced by
4000 hours.

Tritec

Work Order
Process
Machine
Setup
Repair
Process

1

Non-valued added steps in a few
key processes increases the
cycle-time impacting the
company’s ability to take on a
higher volume of work.

Work Order Process
 Reduced process steps
by 20%
 Reduced inspection
labor by 35%
Machine Setup
 Reduced by 50%
Repair Process
 MCT (Manufacturing
Critical Time) reduced
by 3 days


Improved the use of the
computer system used to
manage product flow.
Improved how machines
are used so less setups
are required.
Redesigned trip report
process

The Challenge: Saving family wage jobs
Thousands of Washingtonians count on small and medium size manufacturers for family wage
jobs. But many of these companies don’t have the resources they need to withstand defense
cuts. Where can these manufacturers get the help they need to diversify and increase
productivity so they can survive?
The Answer
Six manufacturers in Washington State were chosen to test whether the Next Generation Lean
program could speed up production, lower costs and free up capacity in their plants so they can
survive long-term. The pilot – part of the federal Investing in Manufacturing Communities
program led by Puget Sound Regional Council -- was funded by the Washington State
Department of Commerce’s DOD Office of Economic Adjustment’s Defense Industry Adjustment
grant and delivered by MEP Impact Washington.
The Results
The six defense supply chain companies – ranging in size from 45 to 600 employees – found
that the Next Generation Lean program helped them diversify and play in the highly competitive
global marketplace:


Return on Investment

$1 Million in savings per year – double the cost of the pilot.



More Jobs

Higher productivity = more business and 50 more jobs at one
company alone.



Faster

A 105-day process now takes only 13 days at one company,
allowing it to process more orders. Another company was
able to ramp-up weekly production of a key product by 87%.



More Revenue

Revenues are up 40% at one company, which is using
increased capacity to diversify into new markets.

The Opportunity:
Next Gen LEAN program – and the public/private partnership behind it – can help these
manufacturers not only stay in business, but also retain and grow family wage jobs. The
program and the partnership that delivers it have proven they get results.

The Partners
This is the public/private partnership behind the successful Next Generation Lean pilot and
others projects focused on shoring up the supply chain in Washington State:






WA State Department of Commerce, administering DOD Office of Economic Adjustment
funds
Washington Military Alliance, a coalition of military and defense related stakeholders for
the three main components of the sector representing industry, community support
partnerships, and infrastructure
Puget Sound Regional Council, lead on the federal Investing in Manufacturing
Community Partnership designation
Impact Washington, the Washington state Manufacturing Extension Partnership (in
partnership with Factory Concepts and Build To Demand)

The Companies


Custom Interface, a woman-owned business in Bingen with 60 employees, primarily
supplies the unmanned aerial vehicle industry.



Sagetech, a market leader in micro avionics based in White Salmon, employs 55.
“We have realized a number of incredible gains through the use of the NextGen
Lean process. The project highlighted our need to diversify our customer
base. Revenue from customers other than our largest customer will double this
year vs. 2015. This is achievable because we were able to reduce our response
time on orders by 50%.” -- SageTech Tom Furey, Chief Operating Officer



Morpac Industries, a woman-owned business in Pacific employs 45 people and supplies the
electric utility market, US Navy vessels, commercial ships, nuclear plants and water
treatment facilities.



Jorgensen Forge Corporation, located in Tukwila, supplies the aircraft, aerospace, oil and
gas, marine and defense markets.
“It worked! We added 20 jobs in the last 6 months since we began the NextGen
LEAN process, and are hiring 10 to 15 more now. We expect to add to a total of
50 more jobs in 2016”, Jorgensen Forge President Mike Jewell



Skills, Inc trains, employs and serves people with disabilities in four plants throughout the
Puget Sound area. Over 600 employees supply parts primarily for the aerospace industry.



Tri-Tec Manufacturing, with 45 employees in Kent, engineers, designs and manufactures
parts for the maritime industry.

This report was prepared under contract with Washington State Department of Commerce, with financial support from the Office of Economic
Adjustment, Department of Defense. The content reflects the views of Washington State Department of Commerce and does not necessarily
reflect the views of the Office of Economic Adjustment or the Department of Defense.
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Summary
The Challenge: Saving family wage jobs
Thousands of Washingtonians count on small and medium size manufacturers for family wage
jobs. But many of these companies don’t have the resources they need to withstand defense
cuts. Where can these manufacturers get the help they need to diversify and increase
productivity so they can survive?
The Answer
Six manufacturers in Washington State were chosen to test whether the Next Generation Lean
program could speed up production, lower costs and free up capacity in their plants so they can
survive long-term. The pilot – part of the federal Investing in Manufacturing Communities
program led by Puget Sound Regional Council -- was funded by the Washington State
Department of Commerce’s DOD Office of Economic Adjustment’s Defense Industry Adjustment
grant and delivered by MEP Impact Washington.
The Opportunity
Next Gen LEAN program – and the public/private partnership behind it – can help these
manufacturers not only stay in business, but also retain and grow family wage jobs. The
program and the partnership that delivers it have proven they get results.
The Partners
This is the public/private partnership behind the successful Next Generation Lean pilot and
others projects focused on shoring up the supply chain in Washington State:
• WA State Department of Commerce, administering DOD Office of Economic Adjustment
funds
• Washington Military Alliance, a coalition of military and defense related stakeholders for
the three main components of the sector representing industry, community support
partnerships, and infrastructure
• Puget Sound Regional Council, lead on the federal Investing in Manufacturing
Community Partnership designation
• Impact Washington, the Washington state Manufacturing Extension Partnership (in
partnership with Factory Concepts and Build To Demand)
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The Companies
•

Custom Interface, a woman-owned business in Bingen with 60 employees, primarily
supplies the unmanned aerial vehicle industry.

•

Sagetech, a market leader in micro avionics based in White Salmon, employs 55.
“We have realized a number of incredible gains through the use of the NextGen Lean
process. The project highlighted our need to diversify our customer base. Revenue
from customers other than our largest customer will double this year vs. 2015. This is
achievable because we were able to reduce our response time on orders by 50%.” -SageTech Tom Furey, Chief Operating Officer

•

Morpac Industries, a woman-owned business in Pacific employs 45 people and supplies the
electric utility market, US Navy vessels, commercial ships, nuclear plants and water
treatment facilities.

•

Jorgensen Forge Corporation, located in Tukwila, supplies the aircraft, aerospace, oil and
gas, marine and defense markets.
“It worked! We added 20 jobs in the last 6 months since we began the NextGen LEAN
process, and are hiring 10 to 15 more now. We expect to add to a total of 50 more jobs
in 2016”, Jorgensen Forge President Mike Jewell

•

Skills, Inc trains, employs and serves people with disabilities in four plants throughout the
Puget Sound area. Over 600 employees supply parts primarily for the aerospace industry.

•

Tri-Tec Manufacturing, with 45 employees in Kent, engineers, designs and manufactures
parts for the maritime industry.

This report details the results obtained by Custom Interface.
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Company Information
Custom Interface, founded in 1997 by Nancy White, is a woman owned manufacturer of cable
assemblies & wire harnesses with the following capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrating & testing electronics
Electro-mechanical assemblies
Engineering Design Support
Secondary hand population of PCBs
Overmolding
Potting
Custom test solutions
Fulfillment Services (including Kanban)
IPC Training

Its customer base include OEM’s in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aerospace
Military & Defense
Unmanned Systems
Industrial Sensing
Audio & Video
Renewable Energy
Transportation

The company is AS 9100 certified, and ITAR compliant. Its competitive advantages include
custom turnkey manufacturing capability, prototyping, dedicated customer support and nearly
20 years of experience. As a growing company, the company initiated an ESOP in 2009, but
President Nancy White still retains 51% ownership.
Custom Interface readily agreed to participate in the pilot project sponsored by the Washington
Department of Commerce to test the concept of a two-pronged approach to assist with
diversification and strategic planning, while also increasing its competiveness by attacking lead
time reduction with NextGen Lean techniques.
It currently has about 60 employees, down from over 100. It has a diversified customer base,
however, one customer accounted for 70% of the company’s revenue and DOD sequestration
was the key reason for its precipitous decline in revenue. Its revenue in 2014 was reduced by
more than 50% from the previous year and resulted in one of the worst years in Custom
Interface’s recent history.
Impact Washington began the Diversification project with a business assessment to describe
Custom Interface’s current state, strengths, weaknesses, and also assets that could help it
stabilize and grow through diversification. Activities in this part of the project included both the
CoreValue software based valuation and holistic business strengths assessment, and a
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description of the company’s assets in its community and business context.. A revisit and
renewal of its strategic planning was also a part of this assessment and review.

Current State Assessment
Two assessments were conducted to assess the organization’s current state.
•
•

A CoreValue Assessment
Asset Map

Both of these assessment tools were used along with other conversation with the company’s
leadership team to gather information about the organization’s current condition. The intent of
this process was to be able to assist the company with strategic direction to diversify and
recover sales and revenue. Impact Washington Consultant Paul Hamacher along with Kristin
Kautz, Impact Washington Account Executive were a part of this process.
The CoreValue assessment examines revenue and EBITDA from the previous year and with
that information plus its NAICS code and regional situation, the software assigns a valuation to
the company. The valuation arrived at in the assessment will be discussed in this report in
general terms. See below. It reveals a value gap of about 64% above its current valuation and
what the company could be worth, and assigns a CoreValue rating of 61. This is a bit below
average, and indicates a relatively weak position if the company were to be up for sale today,
which it is not. And as mentioned, it is based on the worst year Custom Interface had
experienced in some years.
Further, it indicates that the Critical Drivers of the company’s value gap are in market based
factors such as Growth, Brand, Market Share and certainly points to the need to focus on Sales
and Marketing activities. In addition, it pointed to Margin Advantage as an area of needed
emphasis. Margin advantage can be attacked by reducing the time it takes to deliver
product to the customers, from the quote, to prototyping and production processes to delivery.
This was the intent of the second part of this pilot project.
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The assessement confirmed what the company knew about their current situation. The CoreValue
Rating and the Enterprise Value were significantly impacted by their Customer Concentration and
showed up as a “red flag.”
The CoreValue assessment examines 18 business drivers and through the leadership team’s selfevaluative answers to questions about each of the business drivers, it also revealed the relative
strengths and weaknesses of the organization. These ratings were arrived at by the self-evaluative
answers, but can be further impacted by completing the third level of evaluation embedded in the
software. For example, in Customer Satisfaction, the team rated themselves relatively low, but as
they upload data on their quality and customer satisfaction measures, or if they don’t formally exist,
begin to track and formalize them, the rating will increase and strengthen. See radar chart below.
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This is the major intent of the software assessment: to identify areas of improvement opportunity,
and rate these areas of opportunity for the relative payoff of emphasizing and focusing on them. In
the radar diagram, it is quite striking that the need for improvement lies largely in revenue
generation business driver categories. The category Revenue itself was scored high because the
category evaluates relative confidence in future recurring revenue and customer retention, and,
even though their largest customer caused a downturn, the current and future relationship with that
key customer is solid.
The Asset Map attempts to describe the strengths in place for the company that they can build upon
as they diversify and go forward. See the following page:
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Diversification Strategic Plan
In Custom Interface’s case, parts of a strategic plan were in place and the Impact Washington team
reviewed these with them and has made some suggestions as follows:
Key Initiative
Review, refine and implement a
Strategic Marketing Plan to
diversify customer base

Target Condition
Sales goals and objectives are set and monitored
Sales increases of at least 20% are achieved
Website and social media tactics employed
Lead generation stepped up
Resources are identified and deployed to meet Marketing
Plan goals
Customer experience management implemented

Reduce Lead times

Lead times are documented for product families and
improvement projects developed
Ongoing efforts are monitored to organize the flow of work
and cross training is implemented.Lead time reduction
goals are set and met. Lead time reduced by at least 3050% to gain competitive advantage
Tracking of quote and prototyping productivity is measured
and improvement initiatives are monitored to gain
competitive advantage in turn around time to deliver
prototyping and quote services
Quote logs discipline set in place, workplace organization
around quoting records implemented
Improvement of at least 20% achieved.
Review of current state and emerging trends, opportunities,
competitive monitoring is complete and action items are
identified and acted upon
Market segments identified and plans developed for each
3 year plan is in place
Desk plans for all strategic positions are developed
Leadership development plans in place
Gap analysis of leadership needs performed and plan in
place to close the gap

Improve quote Conversion.
Increase speed to prototype

Perform Market Intelligence

Begin formal
succession/transition planning
process
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Suggested Strategic Goals
One Year Target

Three Year Target

Revenue Income

Revenue Income

30% increase

100 % increase

Manufacturing Overhead

Manufacturing Overhead

10 % decrease

15% Decrease

Customer Mix
Major customer represents 60%

Customer Mix
Major customer represents 50%

NextGen Lean Project Summary
Tangible Benefits
•
•

Reduced average Lead-time by 79.7% (from 29.32 to 5.95 days) for the Simple product
family
On-time delivery improvement to-be-determined.

Intangible Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Improved business relationships with primary customers.
Initiated lean manufacturing methodologies in job shop environment.
Put the methodology in place to apply to remaining product families.
Introduced Custom Interface employees to lean manufacturing principles and techniques.
Focused resources on the right work at the right time.

Background
Production Methodology
Historically at Custom Interface, all products, with a couple of exceptions, move through the same
work areas. Complex products are co-mingled with simple products causing all work to travel through
the process with approximately the same lead-time. This is exasperated by the practice of pulling
more complex work into operations first, causing simpler products to wait longer.
To approach this lead-time improvement opportunity, the decision was made to identify the product
families and tackle the simple ones first. Two primary reasons drove the selection of the simple
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products. First, simpler products are often some of the first order types given to Custom Interface by
prospective customers to test their capabilities. Hence, this was a good place to start and an
opportunity to get some quick wins with new customers. Second, due to the compressed time frame
of the project, the simple product family was the best opportunity to quickly make changes, test and
measure the results.

Project Objectives
•
•

•

The first objective was to reduce product lead-times for the simple product family by 50% or
more without additional investment.
To achieve the targeted lead-time without additional investment would require the
implementation of lean manufacturing practices (second objective) throughout Kitting,
Production, QC and Shipping.
The third objective was to put in place the start of a continuous improvement foundation to
enable company growth and profitability.

Project Initiation
After an initial review and assessment by Impact Washington it was decided to approach the
project from a lead-time standpoint. By increasing speed,Custom Interface will be able to
improve competitiveness especially with customers looking for fast turnaround.

Steps Taken
Keeping the short duration of the engagement in mind, the scope of the project was limited to
what was achievable in the required timeframe.
1. Reviewed strategic direction of the company. Aligned the grant project intent with the
company’s strategies.
2. Segregated products into families – 8 major families were identified with two families
quantified (Complex and Simple) for potential improvement. The Simple product pamily
was confirmed as a viable target area for improvement.
3. Mapped the current Simple product family process and collect lead-time and cycle time
data. Using the data developed a lead-time profile (figure 1) for the current process
capability.
The current condition was 29.32 days with value-added time only 0.67% of the total lead-time.
The green in the bar below represents value-added time.

Figure 1 - Current Condition Lead-time broken out by processing, inspection, setup, waiting, and off-work
hours.

4. Mapped the target condition process using a hybrid SIPOC/7 Flows approach. This
mapped all the required inputs and outputs for each process step, helping to define what
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was needed for the new process and associated layout. Required skills, tools, materials,
information, etc. were all identified.
5. Developed layout alternatives keeping all product families in mind. This determined
where the initial simple family process would be located and was designed to minimize
distance travelled.
6. Evaluated other obstacles to the target condition and put a plan in place to remove them.
Additional improvements included:
a. Development of a master schedule, sequenced by required start date and not
due date.
b. Creation of area dashboards (figure 2) required to support parallel process starts
and eliminate longer sequential steps prior to production. The dashboards
showed the work that is available (no shortages) to start.

Figure 2 - Kitting area dashboard example.

c. Creation of a one page work order or traveler.
d. Visual controls and associated decision trees to maintain schedule integrity and
drive the right behavior throughout the process.
e. Implementation of a waterspider or material handler role.
7. Set up the new simple product family work space on the shop floor.
8. Tested the new process and collect data. Some aspects of the new process had to be
simulated but the data collected is believed to be representative of the new process.
Using the resulting data, a lead-time profile (figure 3) for the target condition process
was created.
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The target condition was 5.95 days with value-added time of 4.19% of the total leadtime. Green portions of the bar represent the new value-added time.

Figure 3 - Target condition lead-time.

9. Created a report for grant project wrap-up.

Summarized Results
Overall the project was a success with lead-times reduced significantly (figure 4) by 79.7% for
the simple product family.
Due to the short duration of the grant project, the translation of these improvements into the
company’s financials cannot yet be observed. More importantly, the sustainability of the physical
improvements is dependent upon cultural changes throughout any company. Changing long
term behavior requires much more time and was out-of-scope for this project.

Figure 4 - Current condition and target condition lead-time breakout.

Anticipated business results
• The reduction in lead-time will enable strong performance with new customers and leads
to the capture of longer term business.
• Increase in capacity as additional product families are converted over to process cells.
• Reduction in floor space enabling part of the facility to be subleased out if desired.
• Improved quoting accuracy relative to delivery dates and costing.
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Lessons Learned Regarding the NextGen Lean Process
MCT (bar and pie charts shown here) and MPX modeling are both tools that have their time and
place. Depending on the complexity of the value stream or processes, the tools can yield
greater or lesser value. In Custom Interface’s case, the identification of obstacles and the
required improvements can be easily seen in Excel and if necessary quickly modeled in the
actual workplace. The tool is unnecessary for this simple project, but it does have potential in
other settings as described above.
In addition, the software can help to identify areas of opportunity, but the solution and the
understanding of the dependencies and interrelationships takes deeper knowledge and
expertise. It’s critical to get out from behind a computer and go to the actual place, observe the
actual product, process or service, and gather actual facts. With appropriate data the software
can help to point to possible obstacles but the real test is in the implementation of solutions and
subsequent observation on the shop floor.
As with all continuous improvement activities and associated tools the success or failure is
dependent upon the organization’s self discipline deep understanding or their processes and
sustaining of improvements. Good data collection techniques are a definite prerequisite to
success software useage.

Next Steps
Custom Interface will take the following actions over the next 90 days.
• Update MRP system to allow for segregation of Simple cable items so that they can be
planned for and prevent falling back into old patterns.
• Continue re-organizing the shop floor by setting up more product family specific cells,
reduce distances traveled and lead-times.
• Set up a team focused on eliminating additional forms of waste.
• Determine how and when to begin marketing the reduced lead time.

Project Summary
Results
• The two pronged approach proved to have merit, however, the short duration of the
project does not deliver hard results on the strategic direction outcomes. Impact
Washington is able to deploy some additional grant subsidized resources through the
Make It in Washington program to provide Sales and Marketing resources and
assistance to help Custom Interface refine and improve its Sales and Marketing
strategies.
• Lead time reduction benefits were definitely demonstated and the power to increase
Custom Interface’s competive advantage through these activivites is clearly
demonstrated.
15

Lessons Learned
• The software driven project with NextGen Lean was validated but may have been less
appropriate in this setting where processes are relatively simple. Nevertheless, the gains
were clearly demonstrated.
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Summary
The Challenge: Saving family wage jobs
Thousands of Washingtonians count on small and medium size manufacturers for family wage
jobs. But many of these companies don’t have the resources they need to withstand defense
cuts. Where can these manufacturers get the help they need to diversify and increase
productivity so they can survive?
The Answer
Six manufacturers in Washington State were chosen to test whether the Next Generation Lean
program could speed up production, lower costs and free up capacity in their plants so they can
survive long-term. The pilot – part of the federal Investing in Manufacturing Communities
program led by Puget Sound Regional Council -- was funded by the Washington State
Department of Commerce’s DOD Office of Economic Adjustment’s Defense Industry Adjustment
grant and delivered by MEP Impact Washington.

The Opportunity
Next Gen LEAN program – and the public/private partnership behind it – can help these
manufacturers not only stay in business, but also retain and grow family wage jobs. The
program and the partnership that delivers it have proven they get results.

The Partners
This is the public/private partnership behind the successful Next Generation Lean pilot and
others projects focused on shoring up the supply chain in Washington State:
• WA State Department of Commerce, administering DOD Office of Economic Adjustment
funds
• Washington Military Alliance, a coalition of military and defense related stakeholders for
the three main components of the sector representing industry, community support
partnerships, and infrastructure
• Puget Sound Regional Council, lead on the federal Investing in Manufacturing
Community Partnership designation
• Impact Washington, the Washington state Manufacturing Extension Partnership (in
partnership with Factory Concepts and Build To Demand)
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The Companies
•

Custom Interface, a woman-owned business in Bingen with 60 employees, primarily
supplies the unmanned aerial vehicle industry.

•

Sagetech, a market leader in micro avionics based in White Salmon, employs 55.
“We have realized a number of incredible gains through the use of the NextGen Lean
process. The project highlighted our need to diversify our customer base. Revenue
from customers other than our largest customer will double this year vs. 2015. This is
achievable because we were able to reduce our response time on orders by 50%.” -SageTech Tom Furey, Chief Operating Officer

•

Morpac Industries, a woman-owned business in Pacific employs 45 people and supplies the
electric utility market, US Navy vessels, commercial ships, nuclear plants and water
treatment facilities.

•

Jorgensen Forge Corporation, located in Tukwila, supplies the aircraft, aerospace, oil and
gas, marine and defense markets.
“It worked! We added 20 jobs in the last 6 months since we began the NextGen LEAN
process, and are hiring 10 to 15 more now. We expect to add to a total of 50 more jobs
in 2016”, Jorgensen Forge President Mike Jewell

•

Skills, Inc trains, employs and serves people with disabilities in four plants throughout the
Puget Sound area. Over 600 employees supply parts primarily for the aerospace industry.

•

Tri-Tec Manufacturing, with 45 employees in Kent, engineers, designs and manufactures
parts for the maritime industry.

This report details the results obtained by Jorgensen Forge.
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Company Information
Jorgensen Forge was founded in 1940 and operated as a Navy facility by Isaacson Iron Works.
The company was sold in the mid 1960’s to Earle M. Jorgensen. Since then, Jorgensen Forge
has continually expanded capabilities with the addition of premium equipment, advanced
technologies and a committed team of experts -- forging the way as a major producer of
precision forged products for widely diversified industries, some to finished dimensions and
some “as forged”.
The Jorgensen Forge Corporation is a private company that manufactures high-quality forgings
from material grades including low alloy steels, 300, 400, ph stainless, aluminum alloys, titanium
alloys, and nickel base alloys. Specialty grade items are routinely made to order.
The company currently employs 110 people on a 22-acre site with 350,000 square feet of
manufacturing space.
Jorgensen Forge Corp. is manufacturing company providing specialized material processing
operations to customers with unique and challenging product requirements. They are a fully
integrated open die forging facility primarily serving the aircraft, aerospace, oil and gas, marine
and defense markets.
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Current State Assessment
Two assessments were conducted to assess the organization’s current state.
•
•

A CoreValue® Assessment
Asset Map

Both of these assessment tools were used along with conversations with the company’s
leadership team to gather information about the organization’s current condition.
The CoreValue® assessment examines Gross Revenue and EBITDA from the previous year
and with that information plus the company’s manufacturing NAICS code and regional situation,
the software assigns a valuation to the company.
This software also examines 18 business drivers and with evaluative questions. The Jorgensen
Forge leadership team rated themselves on their relative strengths and weakness in these
drivers.
The assessment reveals a value gap of about 36% above its current valuation and what the
company might be worth if it were sold today, and assigns a CoreValue rating of 63. This is
relatively healthy rating, but indicates room for improvement in the company’s strategic position.
Because of Jorgensen’s Forge’s ability to access relatively large and diverse customer markets,
the barriers new competitors would need to overcome, and the organization’s new Management
Team that is highly skilled in Continuous Improvement methodologies, the organization is
poised to take advantage of the opportunities that exist. See below on page 4.
In addition to the 18 business drivers that CoreValue® assesses, further conversations were
conducted with Jorgensen Forge leadership where they rated themselves on their relative
strengths and weakness in assets that should help the organization move forward with their
strategic plans in the future. Their responses indicated strengths in a majority of areas. See
below page 5 and 6.
The CoreValue® assessment is divided into two categories; Market Drivers and Operational
Drivers. Strengths in the Market Drivers included Large Potential Market, High Barriers to Entry,
and Strong Customer Diversification. The leadership team downgraded their position strongly,
however, when it came to Dominant Market Share because they felt there is still opportunity
available. They recognize this as an issue and have put in place solid measures to improve this
as part of their strategic plan. The team also downgraded their current position on Margin
Advantage. While the NextGen Lean project selected for this pilot will not directly impact the
company’s margin, it was felt by Leadership that improvement in the front end of their business
processes will help with improving margin on their products in the future. Improving the front
end processes is considered by Leadership to be imperative to future gains.
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Strengths in the Operational Drivers included Sales and Marketing, Operations, and Legal
practices. The leadership team downgraded their position on matters pertaining to company
culture. In the current state, Leadership feels there are improvements that need to be made in
this area. Their strategic plan reflects this situation and actions are in place to improve the
situation. Again, since the leadership team is relatively new, the actions have not been in place
for long, but thus far the results indicate the organization is gaining traction in these areas.
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Diversification Strategic Plan
Jorgensen Forge had already started their strategic planning process to increase revenue,
improve margins, and improve the operational business drivers when this project started. The
assessment confirmed for Leadership that their strategic plan is solid, and that it will help them
improve the areas that will help them grow their competitive advantage.
Key Initiatives
Recruit additional sales team
members for new business
development

Target Conditions
Sales team is increased.
Sales goals and objectives are being met. 35% bookings
increase in the next year and 100% in 3 years.
Resources are identified and deployed to meet Marketing
Plan goals including additional markets
Current and past customers are aware of Jorgensen
Forge’s current capabilities and value.

Continue efforts to enhance
Jorgensen Forge’s culture so that
the goal of being the preferred
partner for Speciality Forgings is
met.

Employees are engaged in meeting the company vision
and mission.
Employees are aware of the objectives that need to be met
and understand their specific importance in the role.
All employee live the values of Respect, Integrity, Trust,
Care and Pride.

Strategic Goals
One Year Target

Three Year Target

Revenue Bookings

Revenue Bookings

35% increase
Increased Market Share

100 % increase
Increased Market Share

TBD-Work is still in progress to
establish this metric
New Customers/Past Repeat
Customers
Increased 15-20%

TBD-Work is still in progress to
establish this metric
New Customers/Past Repeat
Customers
Increased 60%
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NextGen Lean Project Summary
Tangible Benefits
•

The late release of shop orders (SO) has fallen from an average of 32 orders in June
2015 to 4 in December 2015. There were several internal initiatives underway during the
time of this project, but we believe this project has been a contributing factor in reducing
the lead time for shop orders.

•

A comprehensive process map has been developed that clearly identifies the
administrative tasks and decisions required to transform a Customer Purchase Order
into a Shop Order.

•

One of the most influential outcomes of the project has been the establishment of more
rigorous communication process concerning new orders. A New Customer Order
Review Meeting provides an early opportunity to review customer and Jorgensen Forge
(JFC) requirements for successful dispatch of the orders to the shop; new order
meetings are held within two days of order receipt. This assures that sales, production
and purchasing have identified specific order issues and are prepared to discuss what
each group must do to assure the order meets customer product specifications and
delivery requirements. The meeting is also an opportunity for the staff to identify how the
order will impact overall production, materials availability (inventory) and finance. A
meeting process checklist has been developed that documents the actions/decisions
taken for each task required to move the new order into the shop, or to suggest other
actions be taken (e.g., cancel order, resolve conflicts with customer requirements).

Intangible Benefits
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•

The many participants (inside sales, production planning, production control, contract
review, submittals management and metallurgy) responsible for moving a customer
order into production have a better understanding of the interdependencies of their
individual activities, the information required to advance an order into production and the
impact delays in providing critical information have on the timely release of new orders to
the shop.

•

While JFC management had established 14-days as the lead time for new orders to
reach shop order status, it was unclear which aspects of the processes had the most
impact and what the necessary time lines were for the individual processes in order to
meet 14-day target. The process map now has agreed upon phases within which each
of the necessary tasks must be completed.

•

One product of the Future State Workshop was an action list, several items of which
were resolved during the remaining project schedule, but additional items were identified
as longer term tasks. One example is the need to develop an internal application
competency concerning the ERP system to determine how the system could be used
more effectively for tasks that are now paper-based.

Background
•

•

Jorgensen Forge Corp. is manufacturing company providing specialized material processing
operations to customers with unique and challenging product requirements. They are a fully
integrated open die forging facility primarily serving the aircraft, aerospace, oil and gas,
marine and defense markets. Currently, the production facility has sufficient capacity to meet
customer demands; the problem is the time required to convert new orders into proper shop
orders. The complex nature of the product specifications and customer requirements, long
lead times for some materials and challenges aligning purchases to fulfill current and future
orders have resulted in excessive lead times.
The company has a wide range of products they are able to provide, but the current
bottleneck is the time required to transform new orders into shop orders.

Project Objective
The objective of this project was to reduce the lead time for releasing orders to the shop after
receipt of new customer orders (referred to as PO to SO or POSO).

Project Initiation
The project was undertaken according to the NextGen Lean process. We developed a current
state map of the customer order to shop order release system, developed tagging data sheets
to follow orders as they moved through the CO to SO activities. We then trained the JFC team
involved in the project to use the data collection (tagging) instruments. Because of low customer
order activity, we collected data for more than two months; while the data was being collected,
we developed the MPX models.

Steps Taken
1. We worked with the company executives to identify the process to address during this
project. Because the order receipt can be a bottleneck, delaying the dispatch of new orders
to the shop, reducing customer order to shop order lead time was selected as the “product”
on which to focus this NextGen Lean project.
2. Developed a current state map of the CO to SO process.
3. Designed a collection of order tagging instruments, one for each of the areas involved in the
CO to SO process (i.e., Inside Sales, Planning, Production Control, Metallurgy and Contract
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Review) and trained the staff to use the tagging sheets as they started and completed
operations related to their areas of responsibility.
4. Data was collected for approximately two months (low volume of orders).
5. MPX models were developed based upon the current state map we developed and rough
estimates for the times required for each process step that we modeled.
6. We conducted a day-long workshop with the complete team to develop a future state map
for the CO to SO process. The objective was to use the MPX models to investigate the
potential lead time reductions that could be achieved if the future state was implemented.
The result of the future state map workshop was a realization that the current state map that
had been developed was not totally correct and complete. Much of the workshop was spent
identifying those missing/incorrect process elements and creating a list of Future State
Action Items.
7. We met with the team several times over the next few weeks to refine the future state map
and evaluate the applicability of the MPX models to the project. The complexity of the MPX
models required a significant amount of time to maintain in alignment with the future state
map as we refined it, and the data which had been collected gave us little faith in our ability
to convince the team that the modeling results were accurate. We didn’t attempt to use the
models with the JFC team.
8. Several of the future state action items were completed during the last month of the project.
A work progress board was developed and posted in the CO to SO work area, an area also
frequently visited by other members of the production and engineering staff. The objective of
the board was to make visible to everyone the status of every open order. The Board would
be the focal point for a daily stand-up meeting to review orders and for the appropriate staff
(e.g., planning, sales) to update the order as it moves through their department. The board
has been developed and posted in the area described, but using it as a focal point for daily
review is to begin January 18, 2016.
9. Another action item from the workshop was the launch of a meeting to review all aspects of
new orders within two days of their receipt. Again, the objective was to improve
communication/information sharing about the order as quickly as possible and as completely
as practical (given that all parties had no more than two days to prepare). A comprehensive
meeting process document was developed to assure that all pertinent questions were
addressed and those departments needing to provide or obtain information about the new
order attended and/or were notified of results (e.g., cancel, delay, order material). This
meeting and document has been in use since mid-November.
10. An audit of all customer orders that we were tracking with the tagging instrument was
undertaken because so little data was available for evaluation at the detailed level we had
begun our investigation (per the suggested NetGen Lean process). Many of the order
numbers we were tracking were first identified at some stage beyond the initial Inside Sales
CO receipt starting point (e.g., they first were captured on the tagging sheet at Planning), so
we couldn’t use them, even though they may have been released as a SO. With the audit
13

we were able to “go back” and determine when all of the orders we were tracking had been
received by Sales. This provided a much better picture of improvements in the CO to SO
process (see Figure 1, AVG Days Lead Time chart in the next section).

Summarized Results
AVG Days Lead Time (CO to SO)
120.0
100.0
80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
May

June

July

August September October

Figure 1. Average number of days between receipt of a new
customer order and the release of its shop order.
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Data reflects the number of
new orders (CO) received
during each month that were
subsequently converted into
shop orders (SO).
CO
AVG Days
Received
to SO Count
May
81.0
2
June
105.1
9
July
67.3
6
August
45.4
11
September
25.6
13
October
13.2
10

Lessons Learned Regarding the NextGen Lean Process
It was assumed in the NextGen Lean Process that MPX would be used to model manufacture of
products. The CO to SO process was an information “assembly” process.
The very low customer order activity made the use of the queuing software problematic. Major
assumptions you make when applying MPX (network queue analysis), such as steady state flow
of parts and orders and relatively low variance in resource-use times, were not possible in this
situation.
During the two months of data collection (order tagging) we received c
omplete cycle data (CO to SO) for only twelve (12) orders. And in some operations the range of
times was as much as two orders of magnitude (e.g., 10 to 1074 minutes). When we went back
later and asked for an audit of all orders we had begun tracking (including orders that were
already in-process, beyond the CO start point), we found several instances in which the data
was not collected. But because of the audit, we also were able to identify the starting points for
those orders begun after the tagging was initiated. Complete data is shown in the bar chart in
the prior section, Summarize Results.
Nevertheless we did develop models with MPX, but the models ended up more complex than
the system they were to represent. The complexity came from modeling a process that was
basically a complicated assembly of an information product (i.e., the shop order release) from
many sub-component assemblies and decisions (i.e., material availability process, contract
review process, planning process). However, the “paper” process model that we developed (see
attachments) was important to the project, because the CO to SO group did not have a
sufficiently documented process to use as a baseline for their current state. (An ISO9001 set of
documents are available, but they were inadequate for the level of process improvement we
pursued.) JFC has requested phase 2 assistance from Impact Washington to improve the
estimating and RFQ to Quotation (Quote Turn Around Time (QTAT)).
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Summary
The Challenge: Saving family wage jobs
Thousands of Washingtonians count on small and medium size manufacturers for family wage
jobs. But many of these companies don’t have the resources they need to withstand defense
cuts. Where can these manufacturers get the help they need to diversify and increase
productivity so they can survive?
The Answer
Six manufacturers in Washington State were chosen to test whether the Next Generation Lean
program could speed up production, lower costs and free up capacity in their plants so they can
survive long-term. The pilot – part of the federal Investing in Manufacturing Communities
program led by Puget Sound Regional Council -- was funded by the Washington State
Department of Commerce’s DOD Office of Economic Adjustment’s Defense Industry Adjustment
grant and delivered by MEP Impact Washington.
The Opportunity
Next Gen LEAN program – and the public/private partnership behind it – can help these
manufacturers not only stay in business, but also retain and grow family wage jobs. The
program and the partnership that delivers it have proven they get results.
The Partners
This is the public/private partnership behind the successful Next Generation Lean pilot and
others projects focused on shoring up the supply chain in Washington State:
• WA State Department of Commerce, administering DOD Office of Economic Adjustment
funds
• Washington Military Alliance, a coalition of military and defense related stakeholders for
the three main components of the sector representing industry, community support
partnerships, and infrastructure
• Puget Sound Regional Council, lead on the federal Investing in Manufacturing
Community Partnership designation
• Impact Washington, the Washington state Manufacturing Extension Partnership (in
partnership with Factory Concepts and Build To Demand)
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The Companies
•

Custom Interface, a woman-owned business in Bingen with 60 employees, primarily
supplies the unmanned aerial vehicle industry.

•

Sagetech, a market leader in micro avionics based in White Salmon, employs 55.
“We have realized a number of incredible gains through the use of the NextGen Lean
process. The project highlighted our need to diversify our customer base. Revenue
from customers other than our largest customer will double this year vs. 2015. This is
achievable because we were able to reduce our response time on orders by 50%.” -SageTech Tom Furey, Chief Operating Officer

•

Morpac Industries, a woman-owned business in Pacific employs 45 people and supplies the
electric utility market, US Navy vessels, commercial ships, nuclear plants and water
treatment facilities.

•

Jorgensen Forge Corporation, located in Tukwila, supplies the aircraft, aerospace, oil and
gas, marine and defense markets.
“It worked! We added 20 jobs in the last 6 months since we began the NextGen LEAN
process, and are hiring 10 to 15 more now. We expect to add to a total of 50 more jobs
in 2016”, Jorgensen Forge President Mike Jewell

•

Skills, Inc trains, employs and serves people with disabilities in four plants throughout the
Puget Sound area. Over 600 employees supply parts primarily for the aerospace industry.

•

Tri-Tec Manufacturing, with 45 employees in Kent, engineers, designs and manufactures
parts for the maritime industry.

This report details the results obtained by Morpac Industries.
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Company Information
Morpac Industries was founded in 1956 by the late Lloyd Morgan as Morgan Power Apparatus.
The original site was located on Western Ave in Seattle. In 1956, Morpac had annual revenue
sales of $30,000.
Morpac has been an electric utility supplier for more than 45 years. They have produced over
200 transmission line pullers and tensioners. Their cable handling expertise is highlighted by
one of the world's longest spans, 19,000 feet in British Columbia, Canada. Field experience
gained from over 25,000 miles of transmission line construction on five continents and unique
jobs ranging from aerial trams to mooring winches have made Morpac Industries the leader in
reliable cable handling equipment.
In 1962 Morgan Power Apparatus of Canada was formed, introducing a series of heavy-duty offroad crawlers. The capability of these machines to carry up to 60 tons over rough terrain at 20
miles per hour made them ideal for use on transmission line projects to transport equipment and
supplies. Because of their outstanding durability, speed and capacity they adapted over 1,000
crawlers into rock drills, portable spars, and supply carriers for the logging and mining
industries.
In 1974 Morpac complemented the electric utility market with the acquisition of a high voltage
disconnect switch company. More than 30,000 substation and distribution switches ranging from
7.5kV to 500kV have been installed throughout the world, as well as 1,300 stored energy
operators for automation of distribution switches.
In 1998 Morpac acquired the switch product division of MEMCO Manufacturing out of
Commack, New York. The MEMCO operations have been relocated to Morpac's manufacturing
facility in Tucson, Arizona. In addition, key MEMCO management, engineering, and shop
personnel are now also working in Tucson with Morpac.
Morpac’s unique nutating magnetic motor has been packaged as an electric valve actuator for
numerous navy vessels, commercial ships, nuclear plants and water treatment facilities. They
have manufactured over 10,000 nutating motor valve actuators with an impressive reliability and
quality history.
Morpac is a highly diversified manufacturing/engineering company with a broad background in
product development for specific industries. They offer a well-trained staff ready to meet the
next challenge all with proven experience.
The company became ISO 9001 certified in 2013. Leads are expected to champion each of the
company’s three value streams. They started posting KPI’s in 2014. Sustaining to implement
process improvements has been a challenge. As of December 2015, Morpac has become a
woman minority owned business. The competitive advantages and strength of Morpac is its
lower run requirements. Overhead is a key competitive advantage which results in the ability to
outbid larger competitors to stay financially competitive. Morpac costs are competitive and well
positioned. Their core competency is negotiating with Suppliers as well as a robust RFQ
Process. They have new product development with deep engineering expertise, diversified
products serving military, Navy, and Puget Sound Energy (PSE) and general industrial markets.
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Morpac readily agreed to participate in the Department of Defense funded pilot project
sponsored by the Washington Department of Commerce. Their CEO, Heidi Morgan (daughter
of the late Lloyd Morgan) has a very strong financial background in banking and accounting.
Heidi leads the family business and is supported by 4 siblings who own shares in Morpac. The
Company relocated from Western Ave to SeaTac in 1970 and relocated from SeaTac in 1991
as follows: Pacific, WA. – Line Stringing Equipment & Actuators and Tucson, Az. – Switches.
The company changed to a S Corp in 1991.
Ms. Morgan wanted to take advantage of the two-pronged approach of these pilot projects to
assist with diversification and strategic planning, while also increasing the company’s
competiveness by attacking lead time reduction with NextGen Lean techniques.
Morpac currently has 45 employees, which represents a overstaff position at the moment but is
needed to support ups and downs in their business cycle. The employee base has long term
tenure with tribal knowledge. Company has a diversified customer base broken down by
segments, Switches @20%, Actuators @40% down from 60% and Line Stringing @40% of
Morpac Revenue Streams
Product line - Switches
20% Revenue
3500 different Electrical Utilities – 1000 Customers
Energy
Product line – Actuators (was 60% Rev)
40% Revenue
DOD/Navy
Building
Product Line – Line Stringing
40% Revenue
Constructions
RS Line
The Current State of DoD Revenue at Morpac is 40% in 2015 down from 60% in 2013. Morpac
is the lowest cost provider in the niche served. Again, the strength of Morpac is lower run
requirements and they can under bid larger competitors to stay financially competitive.
Overhead is a key competitive advantage. Morpac is a small player but core competency is
negotiating with Suppliers. Actuator costs are competitive and a good RFQ Process has been
key to winning bids. Cash flow is maintained through service & overhaul as well as spares.
Actuators goes on ships for the USA, Austraila, and Spain as approved DoD Countries.
Additional growth will come from the DoD approving Ships from other countries or USA buildup.
Morpac has been doing actuators for the Navy for nearly 60 years. Ship orders are such that
Morpac has visibility into yearly demand. DoD controls delivery dates and Morpac cannot ship
early resulting in stretching out production. Otherwise they would have a year supply of
actuators completed in 3 months which would result in 9 months of storing finished product.
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Impact Washington began the Diversification project with a business assessment to describe
Morpac’s current state, strengths, weaknesses, and also assets that could help stabilize and
grow through diversification. Activities in this area of the project included both the CoreValue
software based valuation and holistic business strengths assessment, and a description of the
company’s assets in its community and business contexts. A revisit and review of their strategic
planning is also part of their assessment.

Current State Assessment
Two assessments were conducted to determine the organization’s current state.
A CoreValue® Assessment
Asset Map
Both of these assessment tools were used and conversations with the company’s leadership
team to gather information about the organization’s current condition. The intent of this process
was to be able to assist the company with strategic direction to diversify and improve sales and
revenue. Impact Washington Consultant, Rick Baker along with Roger Milliman, Impact
Washington Account Executive was a part of this process.
The CoreValue® assessment examines Gross Revenue and EBITDA from the previous year
and with that information plus the company’s manufacturing NAICS code and regional situation,
the software assigns a valuation to the company. The valuation arrived at in the assessment
will be discussed in this report in general terms. See below.
It reveals a value gap of about 43% above its current valuation and what the company could be
worth, and assigns a CoreValue rating of 58. This indicates room for improvement in its
strategic position. Because of Morpac’s niche strength in markets, engineering expertise and IP,
a strategic sale of the company, were it seeking this, would be quite possible. However, by
improving in areas of weakness, it can boost its position.
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Summary of CoreValue®Assessement
Value Gap: 43%
CoreValue Rating: 58
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This software also examines 18 business drivers and with evaluative questions. The CEO rated
the company on their relative strengths and weakness in these drivers. Their responses
indicated strengths in a majority of areas.
Strengths were in the Administrative Businss Drivers and included Financial, Revenue, Legal
and Customer Diversification. Barrier to Entry was a driver of relative strength based on its low
number. Growth however, less so presently, because there is pent up growth potential that
awaits government DoD and Navy decisions to catapult the potential for growth by approving
other country markets. Increases in Service and Repair and Spare Parts work will create a
Growth up swing.
More challenges and weaknesses exist for Morpac on the Operations side of the business
drivers. However, with the consolidation of Morpac’s Tucson, Arizona Operations to Pacific,
Washington, operational synergies in labor, resources, and equipment will result in an increase
to gross margins and net profit. Interestingly, for a company with such strong emphasis on R&D
and with an array of products and strong engineering talent, they rated themselves quite low on
Innovation. This is surprising with the near term release of their new silent motor valve. This
was due to the fact that they have not developed processes to encourage, capture or reward
innovation throughout the company, nor any established metrics to point to the impact of
innovation on their bottom line. This points to an opportunity for strategic initiatives. In addition,
weaknesses included Sales and Marketing, where no metrics, plans and processes for sales
are formally in place. Likewise in the arena of Customer Satisfaction, little formally has been
done to gauge this business driver and put processes in place to formally assess what
customers think.
Similarly, in Senior Management and Human Resources, weaknesses were revealed in
succession planning and tribal knowledge, leadership and management style, i.e. command
versus collaboration.
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Summary of Assets

Innovation
Legal
Human Resources

Senior Management

Growth
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Market Potential
Market Share
Revenue

Barriers to Entry
Series1
Product
Defferentiation

Customer Satisfaction

Operations

Brand

Sales & Marketing

Margin Advantage
Customer
Financials
Diversification
Company overview
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Summary Of Current Assets
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Diversification Strategic Plan
In Morpac’s case, an official strategic plan is not in already place to increase revenue, develop
diverse product lines, and continue to grow its competitive advantages in the valve actuator and
related product lines. However as mentioned focus has been on reclassifying the business to
female minority owned, introduction of the new silent motor, and relocation and consolidation of
two sites into one.
Key Initiatives
Business Reclassification

Target Conditions
Reclassification of Morpac Company to a “Minority Female”
owned Business Classification- December 2015. Anticipate
benefits with this ownership change to Sales & & Revenue.

New Product Introduction

Complete New Product Introduction of the Quiet Motor
through Testing and Finish the Engineering, R&D,
TESTING - March 2016. New Product Introduction of New
Transformer Product for Puget Sound Energy PSE Phase I
& II- June 2016.

Continue to Reduce Lead times
and pursue operational
excellence

Lead times are documented for product families and
improvement projects developed
Ongoing efforts are monitored to organize the flow of work
and cross training is implemented.
Move Items more POUS.
Lead time reduction goals are set and met. Lead time
reduced by at least 50% to gain competitive advantage
Relocate Tucson, Arizona facility to Pacfic, Washington site
and consolidate two factories into one. Hire replacement
workers in Pacific. – 1st Quarter 2016.

Site Repositioning & Integration

Continue to build internal
communication and company
culture for future of rapid growth.

Employee satisfaction and retention trends upward.
Consistent policies and procedures and HR best practices
are in place.

Continue emphasis on quiet
motor sales development and
DoD Ship applications but
dedicate concerted energy at
diversification through road map
of product lines
Seek to increase percentage
revenue from core products

Review of current state and emerging trends, opportunities,
competitive monitoring is complete and action items are
identified and acted upon
Market segments identified and plans developed for each
Dependence on small number of customers is no longer
the status quo.
Actuatores and other core product families represent 20 to
40% of recurring revenue
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Suggested Strategic Goals
One Year Target

Three Year Target

Revenue Income

Revenue Income

0% increase

25 % increase

Manufacturing Overhead
25% decrease

Manufacturing Overhead
30% Decrease

Customer Mix
Major customers represent
<60%

Customer Mix
Major customers represent <40%

NextGen Lean Project Summary
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NextGen Lean Project Summary
Tangible Results
MCT Reduction is 9 days for the Quantity 42 (9 inch) & Quantity 112 (6 inch)
70% Reduction in Travel & Walking due to POU
Motor WIP =30% Reduction
One Piece flow from 130 to 52 days
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Background
After evaluating all of Morpac Industries product lines based on volume, revenue, lead time,
defects and cost, it was determined that the company’s Valve Actuator Product Family provided
the greatest opportunity for overall impact.
Actuator Valves are a core competence of Morpac and result in 40% of annual revenue.
Increasing efficiencies in this area could also potentially increase available capacity for
diversification.

Project Objective
Reduce manufacturing critical path (MCT) time on targeted product group Valve Actuators
Test the efficacy of MCT and MPX software tools in making waste visible and targeting
opportunities for improving manufacturing processes in organization
Develop lean process design and improvement capability within the organization at the
production manager, supervisory and operator levels.

Project Initiation
This project followed the Nextgen Lean process utilizing Value Stream & Critical-path Mapping
and modeling. After an initial review and assessment by Impact Washington the project was
initiated with a CoreValue® presentation and dialogue, followed by a discussion with leadership
on how to focus the lean improvement effort. Following the Nextgen Lean principle that
understanding and reducing manufacturing critical path time (MCT) is the most effective way to
impact critical variables (quality, cost, and delivery) the group decided to make reducing MCT
on a targeted product group the major focus of the project.
Current Condition
•
•

Outside Processing (OP) for Heat Treating, Paint, Anodize, Machining , Packaging results in
longest lead times.
Batches were released into the group of operators and manufacturing.

•

There were significant amounts of WIP, stored in plastic bins on shelving all around the
production area.

•

Some purchased items (circuit boards and some components) had very long purchasing
lead times.

•

The unstructured line was designed with no takt time or planned cycle time.

•

Management was doing extensive tracking of operation time, but was not aware of the wait
time in-between operations.
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Steps Taken
•

Identified Part Family to target and after studying options determined that a Single Part
Family approach would be appropriate for the analysis.

•

Part Tagged work orders although introduced by IW Consultant did not occur as the
Ownership used MRP Data to collect the information and to generated Value Stream &
Critical-path Maps.

•

Performed a Process Walk and Data Collection for the Electrical and Mechanical
Assemblies from Order Entry to Crating and Created Value Stream & Critical-Path Maps and
identified largest opportunities

•

Brainstormed possible improvement interventions.

•

Modeled current state, validated model using Critical-path Maps, and tested brainstormed
solutions using What-Ifs

•

Proposed a Redesigned the current production process

•

Proposed Point of Use Storage (POUS) & Visual Workplace & Controls

•

Quantified the initial time impacts and cost savings

Summary of Results
After selected parts were tracked through the process and entered into the MCT software, the
opportunity for improvement became clear. The old process was modeled in MPX, and the
results nicely matched the results in MCT which helped validate the process we were following
and proposed new future state. The MCT process visuals were used in the training which
helped create an application for the participants and encouraged the improvements.
Preliminary results:
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•

The new process is significantly more efficient and targeted reduced cycle times by 50%
or more once install.

•

Reduced MCT by 9 days.

•

WIP dropped significantly by 30% estimate.

•

The structured nature of the new process once implemented will recognize significantly
easier to see the status of individual components and assemblies, and differences in
cycle time for steps in the process were highlighted

•

A 70% Reduction in Travel & Walking due to POUS in the Electronic Assembly Area

•

Reduced batch sizes resulted in a reduction flow from 130 to 52 days

There was initially a down-side to this project. Participation outside of the Ownership was
lacking. The Operations Manager was not really supportive and did not follow through very well
on requested engagement nor had time to support. Information requested took excessive time
to obtain due to old versions of the companies software. There were issues with being able to
access the MCT & MPX Software on Morpac computers. With the DOD & Navy owning the
delivery dates, engineering drawing, and firing order, time is not seen as a factor in the eyes of
Morpac because if the velocity increase improvement occurs throughout and reduces time, the
Actuator build could be reduced to 90 days. The issues with the workforce results in having
nothing to build for the next 6 months and this would also increase their finish goods and have
no space to put product on the shelf. A hurry up and stop process. Morpac purposely
schedules buids to keep the workforce busy to complete close to the delivery date or they have
to store the units in house. Lean principles would definitely help further events taking out nonvalue work. The Navy controls Customer sales opportunities currently.

Lessons Learned Regarding the NextGen Lean Process
Navy determines delivery date which drives Morpac to slow down production cycle to minimize
shipping to stores.
Navy owns valve actuator product and engineering design.
If build to reduced MCT, will result in completing orders not being able to ship and causing
employees to have no work to do.
Growth is established by Navy selling to other countries. (i.e. Australia, Spain)
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Summary
The Challenge: Saving family wage jobs
Thousands of Washingtonians count on small and medium size manufacturers for family wage
jobs. But many of these companies don’t have the resources they need to withstand defense
cuts. Where can these manufacturers get the help they need to diversify and increase
productivity so they can survive?
The Answer
Six manufacturers in Washington State were chosen to test whether the Next Generation Lean
program could speed up production, lower costs and free up capacity in their plants so they can
survive long-term. The pilot – part of the federal Investing in Manufacturing Communities
program led by Puget Sound Regional Council -- was funded by the Washington State
Department of Commerce’s DOD Office of Economic Adjustment’s Defense Industry Adjustment
grant and delivered by MEP Impact Washington.
The Opportunity
Next Gen LEAN program – and the public/private partnership behind it – can help these
manufacturers not only stay in business, but also retain and grow family wage jobs. The
program and the partnership that delivers it have proven they get results.
The Partners
This is the public/private partnership behind the successful Next Generation Lean pilot and
others projects focused on shoring up the supply chain in Washington State:
• WA State Department of Commerce, administering DOD Office of Economic Adjustment
funds
• Washington Military Alliance, a coalition of military and defense related stakeholders for
the three main components of the sector representing industry, community support
partnerships, and infrastructure
• Puget Sound Regional Council, lead on the federal Investing in Manufacturing
Community Partnership designation
• Impact Washington, the Washington state Manufacturing Extension Partnership (in
partnership with Factory Concepts and Build To Demand)
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The Companies
•

Custom Interface, a woman-owned business in Bingen with 60 employees, primarily
supplies the unmanned aerial vehicle industry.

•

Sagetech, a market leader in micro avionics based in White Salmon, employs 55.
“We have realized a number of incredible gains through the use of the NextGen Lean
process. The project highlighted our need to diversify our customer base. Revenue
from customers other than our largest customer will double this year vs. 2015. This is
achievable because we were able to reduce our response time on orders by 50%.” -SageTech Tom Furey, Chief Operating Officer

•

Morpac Industries, a woman-owned business in Pacific employs 45 people and supplies the
electric utility market, US Navy vessels, commercial ships, nuclear plants and water
treatment facilities.

•

Jorgensen Forge Corporation, located in Tukwila, supplies the aircraft, aerospace, oil and
gas, marine and defense markets.
“It worked! We added 20 jobs in the last 6 months since we began the NextGen LEAN
process, and are hiring 10 to 15 more now. We expect to add to a total of 50 more jobs
in 2016”, Jorgensen Forge President Mike Jewell

•

Skills, Inc trains, employs and serves people with disabilities in four plants throughout the
Puget Sound area. Over 600 employees supply parts primarily for the aerospace industry.

•

Tri-Tec Manufacturing, with 45 employees in Kent, engineers, designs and manufactures
parts for the maritime industry.

This report details the results obtained by Sagetech Coporation.
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Company Background Information
Sagetech Corporation, founded in 1998 by Kelvin Scribner, has deep experience in unmanned
avionics, specializing in transponders and ADS-B transceivers.
It has been a disruptive innovator in miniature avionics since 1998. Their tiny aviation
transponders transformed how small unmanned aircraft are employed by making them visible to
ATC radar. Sagetech’s Clarity ADS-B receivers provide unprecedented integration for the
general aviation marketplace. Sagetech operates out of and White Salmon, Washington.
Kelvin Scribner, founder and president of Sagetech Corporation, has been designing aircraft
systems since 1996. Scribner is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
holding Bachelor of Science and Master of Science degrees in both Aeronautics and
Astronautics. He served 24 years in the Air Force Reserve and Army Reserve, piloting CH-47D
Chinooks, HH-60G Pave Hawks, and KC-135R Stratotankers.
Sagetech is a market leader in micro avionics with a dominant position in the military market.
Their small transponder is the only solution for the lightweight UAVs. The UAS market is
expanding rapidly, driven by mandates, and with deep leadership experience and technical
expertise, the company is well-positioned to have phenomenal growth in the coming years as
the FAA settles regulatory guidelines for UAV’s and the military sets its certification standards
and requirements.
The company is AS 9100 certified, and ITAR compliant. It also is a service disabled veteran
owned small business. Its competitive advantages include a spectrum of current products
where it enjoys a dominant market share, and robust new product development with similar
promise, deep engineering expertise, diversified products serving military, and general aviation
markets, and a business model that includes a revenue stream from contract manufacturing and
avionics refurbishment.
Despite its strongly healthy future outlook, Sagetech readily agreed to participate in the
Department of Defense funded pilot project sponsored by the Washington Department of
Commerce because it had experienced a downturn in orders and revenue due to sequestration,
and layoffs loomed in the near future. Their COO, Tom Furey, has a very strong background in
military aviation, engineering as well as manufacturing and he well knew the advantages Lean
techniques could bring to their operations. He wanted to take advantage of the two-pronged
approach of these pilot projects to assist with diversification and strategic planning, while also
increasing the company’s competiveness by attacking lead time reduction with NextGen Lean
techniques.
It currently has about 55 employees, which represents a decline from previous years. It has a
diversified customer base, however, its top customers accounted for 85% of the company’s
revenue and DOD sequestration was the key reason for its downsizing of its employee base,
and also its recent emphasis on contract manufacturing of composite parts and avionics
refurbishment, even as Sagetech’s transponders represent far more future revenue growth
potential and competitive advantage.
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Impact Washington began the Diversification project with a business assessment to describe
Sagetech’s current state, strengths, weaknesses, and also assets that could help it stabilize and
grow through diversification. Activities in this part of the project included both the CoreValue
software based valuation and holistic business strengths assessment, and a description of the
company’s assets in its community and business context... A revisit and review of its strategic
planning was also a part of this assessment.

Current State Assessment
Two assessments were conducted to assess the organization’s current state.
•
•

A CoreValue® Assessment
Asset Map

Both of these assessment tools were used along with other conversation with the company’s
leadership team to gather information about the organization’s current condition. The intent of
this process was to be able to assist the company with strategic direction to diversify and
recover sales and revenue. Impact Washington Consultant Gordy Anderson, along with Kristin
Kautz, Impact Washington Account Executive was a part of this process.
The CoreValue® assessment examines Gross Revenue and EBITDA from the previous year
and with that information plus the company’s manufacturing NAICS code and regional situation,
the software assigns a valuation to the company. The valuation arrived at in the assessment
will be discussed in this report in general terms. See page 5 below.
It reveals a value gap of about 20% above its current valuation and what the company could be
worth, and assigns a CoreValue rating of 76. This is relatively healthy rating, but indicates room
for improvement in its strategic position. Because of Sagetech’s strength in market dominance,
engineering expertise and IP, a strategic sale of the company, were it seeking this, would be
quite possible. However, by improving in areas of weakness, it can boost its position.
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This software also examines 18 business drivers and with evaluative questions, the Sagetech
leadership team rated themselves on their relative strengths and weakness in these drivers.
Their responses indicated strengths in a majority of areas. See page 6 .
Strengths were in the Market Drivers and included Large Potential Market, Dominant Market
Share, Margin Advantage, Recurring Revenue, High Barriers to Entry and Strong Product
Differentiation. Growth was also a driver of relative strength, however, less so presently,
because there is pent up growth potential that awaits government FAA and military decisions to
catapult the potential for growth.
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The leadership team downgraded their position strongly, however, when it came to Customer
Diversification because most of their revenue comes from one to three customers and they
recognize this as both a weakness and a reason to take action with this project.
More challenges and weaknesses exist for Sagetech on the Operations side of the business
drivers. Interestingly, for a company with such strong emphasis on R&D and with an array of
products and strong engineering talent, they rated themselves quite low on Innovation. This
was due to the fact that saw that they don’t have developed processes to encourage, capture or
reward innovation throughout the company, nor any established metrics to point to the impact of
innovation on their bottom line. This points to an opportunity for strategic initiatives around
these things. In addition, weaknesses included Sales and Marketing, where no metrics, plans
and processes for sales have been formally in place. Likewise in the arena of Customer
Satisfaction, little formally has been done to gauge this business driver and put processes in
place to formally assess what customers think.
Similarly, in Senior Management, weaknesses were revealed in compensation and in
succession planning. And in Company Overview, the analysis showed opportunities to create a
more robust and healthier company culture as well as to improve the company’s web presence.

Innovation
Legal
Human Resources

Senior Management

Growth
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Market Potential
Market Share
Revenue

Barriers to Entry
Series1
Sagetech
Product Differentiation

Customer Satisfaction
Operations

Brand

Sales & Marketing

Margin Advantage
Customer
Financials
Diversification
Company overview
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Diversification Strategic Plan
In Sagetech’s case, a strategic plan is in already place to increase revenue, develop diverse product
lines, and continue to grow its competitive advantages in the transponder and related product lines,
with strong bottom line results, and the Impact Washington team reviewed it with them and has made
some suggestions as follows:
Key Initiatives
Professionalize and recruit sales
team for new business
development

Target Conditions
Sales leadership team is established
Sales goals and objectives are set and monitored
3-year revenue Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of
15% or greater achieved
Website is improved to reach target markets
Resources are identified and deployed to meet Marketing
Plan goals
Customer experience management implemented

Continue to Reduce Lead times
and pursue operational
excellence

Continue to build internal
communication and company
culture for future of rapid growth.

Lead times are documented for product families and
improvement projects developed
Ongoing efforts are monitored to organize the flow of work
and cross training is implemented.
Lead time reduction goals are set and met. Lead time
reduced by at least 30-50% to gain competitive advantage
Employee satisfaction and retention trends upward.
Consistent policies and procedures and HR best practices
are in place.

Continue emphasis on
transponder sales development
and military applications but
dedicate concerted energy at
diversification through road map
of product lines
Seek to increase percentage
revenue from core products

Review of current state and emerging trends, opportunities,
competitive monitoring is complete and action items are
identified and acted upon
Market segments identified and plans developed for each
Dependence on small number of customers is no longer
the status quo.
Transponder and other core product families represent
greater than 60% of recurring revenue
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Suggested Strategic Goals
One Year Target

Three Year Target

Revenue Income

Revenue Income

20% increase

100 % increase

Manufacturing Overhead
10 % decrease

Manufacturing Overhead
30% Decrease

Customer Mix
Major customers represent
<75%

Customer Mix
Major customers represent <50%

NextGen Lean Project Summary Project Successes
Tangible Benefits
•

Improved weekly production on targeted transponder product group (XPC-TR) from 15
to 28, an 87% increase in production.

•

Reduced full production process MCT for product XPC-TR from 19.13 days to 9.75 days
(51%). For the two major subassemblies used in the final product, MCT on one (Tx) was
reduced from 14.99 days to 1.4 days (91%), and on the other (DRx) was reduced from
14.27 days to 1.14 days (92%). Final assembly process MCT increased from 4.14 days
to 8.35 days due to realignment and standardization of the order in which several
process steps were done.

•

Improved visibility of process status in area, enabling more effective management of
both people and process by production leadership.

•

Reduced value-added processing time by 20%.

Intangible Benefits
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•

Improved production capacity, enabling the company to increase order flow at the end of
the calendar year.

•

Sales can now more accurately predict when products will be ready to ship.

•

Highlighted gaps in supervisory skills which the organization is now working to close.

•

As the transponder implementation was stabilizing, a second effort was launched in the
Winglets product line. This effort is already showing tangible results.

•

Introduced Sagetech employees to lean manufacturing principles and techniques.

Background
•

After evaluating all of Sagetech’s product lines through the lenses of volume, revenue,
lead time, defects and cost, it was determined that the company’s miniaturized
transponder group provided the greatest opportunity for overall impact.

•

Miniaturized transponders are a core competence of Sagetech and it was also perceived
that increasing the company’s ability to react and respond to order requests would
increase their competitive advantage in the marketplace.

•

Increasing efficiencies in this area could also potentially increase available capacity for
diversification.

Project Objective
•

Reduce manufacturing critical path (MCT) time on targeted product group.

•

Test the efficacy of MCT and MPX software tools in making waste visible and targeting
opportunities for improving manufacturing processes in organization.\

•

Develop lean process design and improvement capability within the organization at the
production manager, supervisory and operator levels.

Project Initiation
This project followed the Nextgen Lean process utilizing Value Stream & Critical-path Mapping
and modeling. After an initial review and assessment by Impact Washington the project was
initiated with a CoreValue® presentation and dialogue, followed by a discussion with leadership
on how to focus the lean improvement effort. Following the Nextgen Lean principle that
understanding and reducing manufacturing critical path time (MCT) is the most effective way to
impact critical variables (quality, cost, and delivery) the group decided to make reducing MCT
on a targeted product group the major focus of the project.
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Current Condition
•

Manufacturing was struggling to meet customer demand.

•

Long lead times allowed for customer to make design and order quantity changes,
introducing significant variation into the manufacturing environment.

•

Large batches were released into the group of operators, and manufacturing sometimes
took seven to eight weeks or longer to complete a final assembly.

•

There were significant amounts of WIP, stored in plastic bins on shelving all around the
production area.

•

Some purchased items (circuit boards and some components) had very long purchasing
lead times.

•

The unstructured line was designed with no takt time or planned cycle time.

•

Management was doing extensive tracking of operation time, but was not aware of the
wait time in-between operations.

Steps Taken
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•

Identified Part Family to target and after studying options determined that a Single Part
Family approach would be appropriate for the analysis.

•

Tagged work orders and generated Value Stream & Critical-path Maps. The company
also has a strong data collection culture and a rich process database which allowed us
to evaluate their production process through several different lenses to confirm we had
an accurate characterization of current state.

•

Reviewed Value Stream & Critical-Path Maps and identified largest opportunities.

•

Brainstormed possible improvement interventions.

•

Modeled current state, validated model using Critical-path Maps, and tested
brainstormed solutions using What-Ifs.

•

Redesigned the current production process, developed implementation plan, and quickly
implemented the new design in order to test solutions, including breaking one line into
two lines to support lean flow principles.

•

Trained supervisors using Lean 101 approach enhanced by real Sagetech MCT data.

•

Implemented Visual Workplace & Controls and trained transponder production team on
new process.

•

Quantified the initial time impacts and cost savings.

•

Generated a list of follow-on improvements to enhance the efficiency and sustainability
of the improved transponder line.

•

Targeted a second product area and cycled through the same steps again, with the
production manager taking the lead on using the tools.

Summary of Results
Sagetech is ISO 9001:2008/AS9100C certified, and their manufacturing processes are welldocumented. In studying the current state at the beginning of the project, it was determined that
process steps for the targeted product group were completed appropriately, but not in a
consistent order. Orders were released into manufacturing in batches of 32, and after every
procedure the batches were placed in bins and put onto shelves to wait in queue for the next
work to be done. The process allowed for a great deal of individual flexibility, and operators in
the area liked working in that way.
A downside to the old process design was that when someone walked through the area, there
was no easy way to status progress on individual orders without asking questions and looking
into the system for information. In addition, it required the supervisor to be highly engaged in
making sure that individual orders were being processed at the right time.
After selected parts were tagged, tracked through the process and entered into the MCT
software, the opportunity for improvement became clear. The old process was modeled in MPX,
and the results nicely matched the results in MCT which helped validate the process we were
following. Production management modeled several interventions in MPX, and the best solution
appeared to be the creation of two lines – a sub-assembly process building the two components
using single-piece flow, and a final assembly process with batches of eight.
The new lines were designed at a detailed level in one day with the consultant and production
manager working together at a white board. A detailed implementation plan was then created
using a set of tools called The Six Boxes that facilitates capturing elements of human
performance needed to support the new process. A standard schedule was set up for
processing on a daily basis which created a demand for a more disciplined approach to time in
the area. New inventory locations were identified, cycle times for each workstation were
estimated, operators were selected for positions based on their experience and skill level, and
workstations were designed with the help of operators.
Description of the new system:
1. Batch sizes were reduced from 32 to 8
2. Two lines were created – a single-piece flow line with two operators, and a second line
with four operators processing batches of eight.
3. Planned cycle times were determined for each step and the line structured around those
targets
4. A detailed analysis of their scheduling was performed, and they were able to schedule
conformal coating at a secondary facility late in the afternoon so that curing could take
place overnight and assemblies could be returned the next morning for more processing.
5. WIP was standardized to reduce the number of assemblies in the system
6. An extra testing machine is being purchased to eliminate a bottleneck in one
workstation.
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7. Visual tracking boards were implemented to track performance of the team and
individuals on a day-to-day basis.
8. The work was structured in a way that allowed the status of the line to be easily
determined
As part of the implementation a round of Lean 101 training was provided for manufacturing
supervisors and key operators, including the supervisor in the transponder manufacturing area.
The MCT process visuals were used in the training which helped create a personal application
for the participants and encouraged the appetite for improvement. Between consultant visits, the
production manager briefed the operators in the area on the new processes and worked closely
with the supervisor to prepare him for the changes that would be coming.
Preliminary results
1. The new process is significantly more efficient, and in some cases operators beat their
targeted cycle times by 50% or more.
2. Production on the line instantly jumped 60% (from 15/week to 24/week), and production
rates have now almost doubled, from 15 to 28 transponders per week.
3. Manufacturing lead time was reduced to 8 days.
4. WIP dropped significantly (has not been measured yet, but many of the bins that stored
un-finished assemblies have been removed from the room, leaving open shelves as
evidence)
5. Because the design of the line supports easy checking of the status of production, the
amount of data gathering dropped significantly, leaving more time for value-added work.
6. Production problems became instantly visible, enabling the team to more quickly do
problem solving to keep the line on schedule
7. Sales can now more accurately predict when products will be ready to ship.
8. The structured nature of the new process made it significantly easier to see the status of
individual components and assemblies, and differences in cycle time for steps in the
process were highlighted
9. The supervisor’s job changed significantly, and he struggled at first to understand and
then adjust to the new production environment.
10. First pass defect rates on the old line were as high as 50% at times, and the new
process gave operators enough time on a daily basis to re-test and rework components
in order to keep them flowing through the process. In addition, the first-pass yield went
up in the new process, though the production manager did not have specific details as to
why that was occurring.
There was initially a down-side. Operators were very unhappy with the changes. The first week
there were many complaints about loss of autonomy, the structured schedule, the tracking of
cycle time, etc. There happened to be a climate survey of employees taken at about the time the
new process was launched, and the feedback on the survey about Lean was very negative. This
initiated a discussion involving the company COO and production management about how to
engage operators in the design of new lines, and an expectation was set that new projects needed
to include a ‘kaizen’ element to more carefully engage operators. This was done as part of the
next process intervention, and it appears that the climate around that project is significantly

improved over the first project.
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The charts below reflect the before and after MCT for the line.
Tx Sub-assembly process
Original Process: 14.99 Days

New process: 1.4 Days

DRx Sub-assembly process

Original Process: 14.27 Days

New Process: 1.14 Days

Final assembly process (XPC-TR)

Original Process: 4.14 Days

New Process: 8.35 Days
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Full XPC-TR assembly process (Sub-assembly and Final Assembly)

Original Full Process: 19.13 Days

New Full Process: 8.35 Days
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Lessons Learned Regarding the NextGen Lean Process
Organization

•
•

•

•

•

Sagetech provided excellent support for the project
Though the tools (MCT/MPX) together are effective at describing what is
happening and modeling potential interventions, engaging the human component
in describing the current state and generating future state solutions still appears
to be important in overall project success.
The production manager quickly mastered the basic concepts of lean and moved
to implement improvements quickly. This facilitated more rapid uptake of lean
concepts in the client/consultant relationship.
Their experience and disciplines around data collection helped move the project
forward, and provided us with an excellent quantitative foundation for both
describing what was happening in the process and designing interventions. This
was critical to the great success the company experienced in this project.
The consultant emphasized having and following a structured process around
improvement. In Round Two of implementing a new line, the organization wanted
to move right to improvement without loading data into the programs, and this
could create issues in the future.

Critical-Path Maps (MCT)
• Liked mapping process and results
• Valuable visual and trouble-shooting tool
• Adds clarity to Value Stream/Process Maps
• Easy to use; could use additional features; was quickly mastered by client
• Enabled visual comparisons
• Great tool for quickly communicating what is happening in a process across the
organization
• Could help company reach business objectives and further investigation into
improvements
• Established super-user; can train internally
Value Stream Modeling (MPX)
• Quickly mastered by client
• Would continue to use, but needs some internal thought on how to deploy for
best impact
• Helps justify business cases for change
• Points to effective process interventions, but it is important to engage people
directly involved to get their ideas and improve buy-in
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Consultant Preparation and Support
• The three day training was effective in preparing us to get going; initially
encountered normal awkwardness felt when learning and applying new skill sets.
• Sean in particular was stellar in responding to queries and providing practical
answers to questions to keep us moving ahead.
• Consultant found that his role changed in subtle ways when MCT and MPX tools
were introduced, and the tools enabled him to engage in a different way.

Appendix
Follow Up Tasks
Understand and stabilize the line and work environment in the new line.
1. Bring supervisor up to speed on the logic and structure of the process in the area and how
to function as a supervisor in that context.
2. Design, Test and install rework process
a. Test process logic
b. Order extra equipment as necessary (IFR)
c. Identify available and trained operators and build a schedule to staff the station
3. Level the work in Line 1 (DRX/TX assembly and test) (see #6 below for gathering data)
4. Implement structured 5S practices into the process
5. Install process feedback tools in the lines – clocks, tracking boards, etc. Focus on plan-toactual and performance-to-standards metrics first.
6. Continue solder training to bring operator up to basic level of proficiency needed in area
7. Review cross-training plan, update it, and build a schedule around it. Begin implementation.
8. Collect statistics for end of project reporting
a. Design updated part tagging sheets and collect new processing times for process
b. Generate updated MCT diagrams (don’t write over the old ones – need for
comparison)
c. Find data to calculate average output per shift before and after implementing new
line
d. Before and after WIP numbers
9. When the new production system in QuickBooks is installed, establish a quantitative
baseline for key variables for us in tracking improvement into the future.
10. Update process baselines based on new part-tagging data, and build a new model in MPX
11. Work through WIP tracking and labor standards needs with Keith for accounting
12. Fix printer process to remove wasted time and reduce frustration
13. Evaluate designing MOD changes into board to reduce cycle time for DRX assembly
14. Review project and key learnings with supervisory team that went through Lean 101, and
discuss how you can leverage what has been done across the organization.
Document the current (new process) when it is stable, and generate a target condition
statement for the next set of improvements
1. Reset process baselines based on new part-tagging data, load the model into MPX, and
modeling what-ifs for the next round of improvements
2. Retrain operators on DRX/TX/XP assembly jobs using JIT process in order to reduce cycle
time variation and cross-train the entire team on these jobs
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Summary
The Challenge: Saving family wage jobs
Thousands of Washingtonians count on small and medium size manufacturers for family wage
jobs. But many of these companies don’t have the resources they need to withstand defense
cuts. Where can these manufacturers get the help they need to diversify and increase
productivity so they can survive?
The Answer
Six manufacturers in Washington State were chosen to test whether the Next Generation Lean
program could speed up production, lower costs and free up capacity in their plants so they can
survive long-term. The pilot – part of the federal Investing in Manufacturing Communities
program led by Puget Sound Regional Council -- was funded by the Washington State
Department of Commerce’s DOD Office of Economic Adjustment’s Defense Industry Adjustment
grant and delivered by MEP Impact Washington.
The Opportunity
Next Gen LEAN program – and the public/private partnership behind it – can help these
manufacturers not only stay in business, but also retain and grow family wage jobs. The
program and the partnership that delivers it have proven they get results.
The Partners
This is the public/private partnership behind the successful Next Generation Lean pilot and
others projects focused on shoring up the supply chain in Washington State:
WA State Department of Commerce, administering DOD Office of Economic Adjustment funds
Washington Military Alliance, a coalition of military and defense related stakeholders for the
three main components of the sector representing industry, community support partnerships,
and infrastructure
Puget Sound Regional Council, lead on the federal Investing in Manufacturing Community
Partnership designation
Impact Washington, the Washington state Manufacturing Extension Partnership (in partnership
with Factory Concepts and Build To Demand)
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The Companies
Custom Interface, a woman-owned business in Bingen with 60 employees, primarily supplies
the unmanned aerial vehicle industry.
Sagetech, a market leader in micro avionics based in White Salmon, employs 55.
“We have realized a number of incredible gains through the use of the NextGen Lean
process. The project highlighted our need to diversify our customer base. Revenue from
customers other than our largest customer will double this year vs. 2015. This is achievable
because we were able to reduce our response time on orders by 50%.” -- SageTech Tom
Furey, Chief Operating Officer
Morpac Industries, a woman-owned business in Pacific employs 45 people and supplies the
electric utility market, US Navy vessels, commercial ships, nuclear plants and water treatment
facilities.
Jorgensen Forge Corporation, located in Tukwila, supplies the aircraft, aerospace, oil and gas,
marine and defense markets.
“It worked! We added 20 jobs in the last 6 months since we began the NextGen LEAN process,
and are hiring 10 to 15 more now. We expect to add to a total of 50 more jobs in 2016”,
Jorgensen Forge President Mike Jewell
Skills, Inc, trains, employs and serves people with disabilities in four plants throughout the Puget
Sound area. Over 600 employees supply parts primarily for the aerospace industry.
Tri-Tec Manufacturing, with 45 employees in Kent, engineers, designs and manufactures parts
for the maritime industry.
This report details the results obtained by Jorgensen Forge.
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Company Information
Skills Inc. is a self-supporting Social Enterprise and is organized as a 501 (c) (3) non-profit.
They have four lines of business: Aerospace Manufacturing, Aerospace Finishing, Technical
Services, and Business Solutions; operating in four locations. Skills Inc. employs over 600
people with the social mission to train, employ and serve persons with disabilities. They
accomplish their mission three ways: direct hire, vocational programs and services, and as a
resource to the community.
Skills, Inc. was founded in 1966 by Earl Fredericks After being released from the Firland
Tuberculosis Sanitarium in Seattle, Fredericks recognized the need for a sheltered workshop to
help other Firland patients gain confidence and marketable skills to re-enter the workforce.
Inspired by The Boeing Company’s philanthropic work for persons with disabilities, Fredericks
obtained a grant of $4,590 from the Boeing Good Neighbor Fund and Skills Inc. became a
reality. This project took place at the Auburn North facility.
The company is ISO 9001:2008, AS 9100, NADCAP certified, and ITAR registered.
Skills, Inc. agreed to participate in the pilot project sponsored by the Washington Department of
Commerce to test the NextGenLean program.

Current State Assessment
Impact Washington began the project with a business assessment. This business assessment
was originally designed as part of this grant to help companies understand their current state
and opportuntieis for improvement. It consists of two activities; a CoreValue Assessment and
an Asset Map.
CoreValue Assessment
The CoreValue examines revenue and EBITDA from the previous year and with that information
plus its NAICS code and regional situation, the software assigns a valuation to the company.
The CoreValues assessment is divided into two phases. Phase 1 asks 18 qusestions regarding
18 drivers both operational and financial. The output of Phase 1 gives an indication if the
organization is aligned with best practices and standards.
Phase 2 includes more comprehensive questions regarding the 18 drivers that if the
organization works to improve the results the organization’s value should increase.
Skills leadership participated in Phase 1 of the CoreValue assessment and determined that
Phase 2 would not be helpful since the metrics used are not aligned with 501 (c) (3) non-profit
companies, and it does not adequately assess the drivers needed for a non-profit organization
to meet its mission.
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The Phase 1 output of the assessement showed that the current state of Skills, Inc. business is
aligned with best practices and standards. No red flags were found as part of the CoreValue
assessment.

The assessement confirmed what the company knew about their current situation
regarding best practices and standards..
Asset Map

The second assessement identifies the assets a company has that they can build on as
they go forward. Through conversations with leadership, the Asset Map output as
defined by the grant deliverables did not apply well Skills, Inc. due to the nature of their
501 (c) (3) non-profit status and need to meet their mission. It may be that a modified
version of these tools could help non-profit organizations better.
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Diversification Strategic Plan
In the case of Skills, Inc., all parts of a strategic plan are in place. No action was needed to
modify the current plan. This is due to their strong relationship with their key strategic partners
who help them meet their mission. These partners include:
Partners
Associations
Aerospace Futures Alliance of Washington
Archbright
Association of Washington Business (AWB)
Auburn Chamber of Commerce
Ballard Chamber of Commerce
Community Employment Alliance (CEA)
CONNECT Supply Chain
International Association of Accessibility Professionals (IAAP)
Pacific Northwest Aerospace Alliance (PNAA)
Seattle Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce
Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM)
Business & Community
Cares of Washington
Rainier Scholars
Seattle Youth Employment Program (SYEP)
SourceAmerica
US Business Leadership Network (USBLN)
Washington State Business Leadership Network (WSBLN)
Education
Bellevue College Occupational Life Skills (OLS)
Enumclaw School District
Federal Way School District
Kent School District
Tahoma School District
Industry
Aerospace Joint Apprenticeship Committee (AJAC)
CONNECT Supply Chain
Impact Washington
Washington Aerospace Training and Research Center (WATR)
In summary, due to the nature of Skills, Inc. 501 (c) (3) non-profit status and its need to meet
their mission, and because of this, its very strong network, the Current State Assessment and
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the Strategic Planning phases of the grant were not very helpful as these elements are all in
place. What was helpful, and leaderships’ main reason for participating in the grant, was the
NextGen Lean process. The results of this phase of the grant is outlined below.

NextGen Lean Project Summary
Tangible Benefits
•

Masking inspection time reduced by 4,000 hours totaling $85,000.00.

•

Reduced up-front planning time by 24 hours per order totaling $59,000.00.

•

50% reduction in masking totaling $44,375.00 in lost expedite fees and delays.

•

Locating masking operations of Wheel Wells at point-of-use (POU) reduces time by
89% & distance travelled by 91%, or 85 miles, or $2,000.00.

•

Reduced time spent managing department priorities and looking for parts by installing
visual workplace totaling $222,530.00.

Total Tangible Cost Impact Benefits = $412,905.00*
Intangible Benefits
•

Enhanced visibility to current department workload and priority (reduce supervisor
workload).

•
•

Improved compliance with barcoding will capture total direct hours
Reduced WIP by 10%.

•

Reduced MCT by 1.5 Days increasing capacity.

•

Redefined roles & responsibilities and co-location of associated personnel including
Planners, Customer Service Representatives, and Engineers.

•

Refocused leads and supervisors on their assigned tasks

Project Objective
Skills Inc. is known for delivering exceptional finishing services and fast turn-around times; it is
important to maintain and improve upon this competitive edge as they continue to grow and
secure more complex aerospace work.

Project Initiation
This project followed the Nextgen Lean process utilizing Value Stream & Critical-path Mapping
and modeling. While the traditional approach is to create Part Families using the sequence of
8

operations, due to the unique finishing processes the team identified the defining
charactersistics that impact the time required to process a part. Using this approach, the team
identified that Size (small being less than 6’) and Complexity (referring to masking) are enough
to capture the variability in both sequence and cycle-times.

Steps Taken
•

Identified Part Families (Small-Simple, Small-Complex, Large-Simple, Large-Complex).

•

Tagged work orders and generated Value Stream & Critical-Path Maps

•

Reviewed Value Stream & Critical-Path Maps and identified largest opportunities

•

Validated the opportunities and brainstormed solutions

•

Modeled current state, validated model using Critical-Path Maps, and brainstormed
solutions using What-Ifs

•

Implemented Visual Workplace & Controls and trained Supervisors and Customer Services
Reps in new process.

•

Quantified the time impacts and cost savings

•

Selected improvements to implement. Created 30, 60, 90 day plan. Sought approval from
management team

•

Created Job Descriptions for Finish Engineers and revised Masker levels I,II,II, and
Customer Service positions.

Summary of Results
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Masking is becoming a more
common and increasingly
complex operation in the
Aerospace industry. Current
State production can range from
no masking up to four mask
operations, each requiring a QA
inspection that is shared
between both masking and
paint, causing a delay.

Manufacturing Critical-path Time (Days)
12
10
8

Wait for Lot
Run

6

Setup
Wait for Labor

4

Wait for Equipment
2
0
Current State

Future State

By qualifying operators to complete a Work-in-Process inspection and locating the operation
at the point-of-use, we were able to reduce the delay in-front of the QA department and
reduce the distance travelled.
The ability of Skills Inc. to turn around a job quickly, including the time before manufacturing to
create and review the production plan, is a competitive differentiator. The current state review
resource has many responsibilities which can cause a customer order to wait up to three days.
Moreso, a skill gap is allowing production plans to be released to the shop floor without
complete information which leads to production delays and rework.

Receivin
Planning
g

Review

3.4 Days
Current State Process

By bringing Customer Service into the process Skills Inc. can verify that the necessary
data is available before a production plan is executed, avoiding misinformation that can
cause production elays or rework. The co-location of all the resources necessary to
verify, plan, and review a production plan will enhance communication. Two new Finish
Engineers will close the current skill gap by generating production plans for New
Product and will have enough technical expertise to complete the review process,
reducing the delay.
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Receivin
g

Custome
r

Planning &

1.4 Days

Future State Process

Lessons Learned Regarding the NextGen Lean Process
Organization
•

Skills Inc. attendees had competing priorities but would have liked to support team full
time.

•

Attendees would like to be focused on event.

•

Understand concept of MCT.

•

Starting with Value Stream Map was helpful in creating a starting point

Critical-Path Maps (MCT)
•

Liked mapping process and results.

•

Brings up questions that have not been asked before.

•

Valuable visual and trouble-shooting tool.

•

Adds clarity to Value Stream Maps.

•

Easy to use; could use additional features.
Import / Export capability
Comparisons
Category for teardown; ability to “zoom in” on detail (time study-esque)
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•

Could help company reach business objectives and further investigation into
improvements.

•

Established super-user; can train internally.

•

Additional training in how to capture other segments of MCT.

Value Stream Modeling (MPX)
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•

Would continue to use, but needs some internal thought on how to deploy for best
impact.

•

Helps justify business cases.

•

Potential need for additional training.

Appendix
Kaizen
•
•
•

Moved Wheel Well masking to POU
Located Chemical Masking area
Defined Masking Skill levels

30 Days
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Launch Colored Sleeve Pilot
Launch Split Order Pilot
Manage Wheel Well Pilot
Manage Queue List Pilot
Masking Kaizen & Queue Report on TVs
Define Level 1, 2, and 3 Masking parameters
Define Masking Level 1, 2, and 3 job requirements
Approve Finishing Engineer Level 2 and 3 requisition
Create Skills Inc. “Required Customer Documents” letter

60 Days
•
•
•

QA to audit masking WIP inspection effectiveness
Finalize planning office layout
Hold Process (lead/supervisor hold tags, try to resolve before tag is placed)

90 Days
•
•
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Planning office teardown/construction and re-location of personnel
Hire Finishing Engineers
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Summary
The Challenge: Saving family wage jobs
Thousands of Washingtonians count on small and medium size manufacturers for family wage
jobs. But many of these companies don’t have the resources they need to withstand defense
cuts. Where can these manufacturers get the help they need to diversify and increase
productivity so they can survive?
The Answer
Six manufacturers in Washington State were chosen to test whether the Next Generation Lean
program could speed up production, lower costs and free up capacity in their plants so they can
survive long-term. The pilot – part of the federal Investing in Manufacturing Communities
program led by Puget Sound Regional Council -- was funded by the Washington State
Department of Commerce’s DOD Office of Economic Adjustment’s Defense Industry Adjustment
grant and delivered by MEP Impact Washington.
The Opportunity
Next Gen LEAN program – and the public/private partnership behind it – can help these
manufacturers not only stay in business, but also retain and grow family wage jobs. The
program and the partnership that delivers it have proven they get results.
The Partners
This is the public/private partnership behind the successful Next Generation Lean pilot and
others projects focused on shoring up the supply chain in Washington State:
• WA State Department of Commerce, administering DOD Office of Economic Adjustment
funds
• Washington Military Alliance, a coalition of military and defense related stakeholders for
the three main components of the sector representing industry, community support
partnerships, and infrastructure
• Puget Sound Regional Council, lead on the federal Investing in Manufacturing
Community Partnership designation
• Impact Washington, the Washington state Manufacturing Extension Partnership (in
partnership with Factory Concepts and Build To Demand)
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The Companies
•

Custom Interface, a woman-owned business in Bingen with 60 employees, primarily
supplies the unmanned aerial vehicle industry.

•

Sagetech, a market leader in micro avionics based in White Salmon, employs 55.
“We have realized a number of incredible gains through the use of the NextGen Lean
process. The project highlighted our need to diversify our customer base. Revenue
from customers other than our largest customer will double this year vs. 2015. This is
achievable because we were able to reduce our response time on orders by 50%.” -SageTech Tom Furey, Chief Operating Officer

•

Morpac Industries, a woman-owned business in Pacific employs 45 people and supplies the
electric utility market, US Navy vessels, commercial ships, nuclear plants and water
treatment facilities.

•

Jorgensen Forge Corporation, located in Tukwila, supplies the aircraft, aerospace, oil and
gas, marine and defense markets.
“It worked! We added 20 jobs in the last 6 months since we began the NextGen LEAN
process, and are hiring 10 to 15 more now. We expect to add to a total of 50 more jobs
in 2016”, Jorgensen Forge President Mike Jewell

•

Skills, Inc trains, employs and serves people with disabilities in four plants throughout the
Puget Sound area. Over 600 employees supply parts primarily for the aerospace industry.

•

Tri-Tec Manufacturing, with 45 employees in Kent, engineers, designs and manufactures
parts for the maritime industry.

This report details the results obtained by Tri-Tec Manufacturing.
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Company Background Information
Tri-Tec is a leader in engineering, designing and manufacturing products for use in some of the
world’s most demanding environments. Their lines of actuators, fire-safe ventilation valves and flux
drive couplings are built in the United States and to exacting standards. Compliant with strict navy
shock, vibration, fire, noise, emi, and life cycle requirements. They have expanded their product lines
to meet customer demands. They have improved their quality program and are now certified to ISO
9001/2008. Their machine shop and engineering divisions have grown to keep pace with competitors
and new technology.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Company was founded in 1975
Original owner of the company was Jack Buss
Founded with 3 employees in Renton/Seattle on 180th street
Company was sold in 2006
Business was acquired by Mark, Mike, Rick & Les
Company relocated in 2008
New facility at 234th Street Kent WA

Current State Assessment
Tritec Manufacturing completed a Core Value Assessment in 2013 as part of Impact
Washington’s pilot program. After reviewing the results, Tritec’s Management team felt it would
be more informative to review the past results and update what has changed since the
assessment was completed. This was advantageous as this is exactly how the system is meant
to be used. In addition to the Core Value review and Asset Map was completed.
Both of these assessment tools were used along with conversations with the company’s
leadership team to gather information about the organization’s current condition.
The CoreValue® assessment examines Gross Revenue and EBITDA from the previous year
and with that information plus the company’s manufacturing NAICS code and regional situation,
the software assigns a valuation to the company.
This software also examines 18 business drivers and with evaluative questions. The Tritec
Manufacturing leadership team rated themselves on their relative strengths and weakness in
these drivers.
The assessment reveals a value gap of about 23% above its current valuation and what the
company might be worth if it were sold today, and assigns a CoreValue rating of 68. This is
relatively healthy rating, but indicates room for improvement in the company’s strategic position.
Because of Tritec Manufacturing’s unique knowledge of their customers and their ability to
design and manufacture reliable products, the organization is poised to take advantage of the
opportunities that exist.
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The review of the current state in comparison with the results from the 2013 assessment reveals
that while Tritec Manufactuirng has made large strides in closeing some of the gaps in the 18
business drivers, more progress can be made with regard to Sales and Marketing and
improving Growth.
In addition to the 18 business drivers that CoreValue® assesses, further conversations were
conducted with Tritec Manufacturing leadership where they rated themselves on their relative
strengths and weakness in assets that should help the organization move forward with their
strategic plans in the future. Their responses indicated strengths in a majority of areas. See
below and page 4.
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Diversification Strategic Plan
Tritec Manufacturing had already started their strategic planning process to increase revenue,
improve margins, and improve the operational business drivers when this project started. Due to
the nature of Tritec’s niche product and their expertise, the Leadership team has decided to
continue to seek work in the naval defense industry, but have decided to grow their markets beyond
the US Navy. The assessment confirmed for Leadership that while their strategic plan is solid,
there are areas in the plan that could be outlined in more detail.
Key Initiatives
Work with US allies to explore
needs on programs outside of US
Navy.
Continue efforts to enhance
Tritec Manufacturings presence
on US Navy programs

Target Conditions
A presence in US ally programs outside of U.S.

See below.

Strategic Goals
Three Year Target
Number of US Ship Programs
22% increase
Increased Share of US Ship
Programs
Increase 41%
New Programs US Allys
1-2 programs
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NextGen Lean Project Summary
Tangible Benefits
Work Order Process
• 20% process step reduction
• 33% planning improvement (efficiency)
o Now planning all 3 department (machine shop implemented)
• Reduced batch sizes by 25-50% (10 pcs)
• Eliminated 80% of first part buy offs
• Realized 35% cost reduction (inspection labor)
o $62,500 annual labor savings
• Reduced machine downtime (reduction in first part buy offs) by 20%
o $71,250 annual revenue increase (potential)
• 15% improvement in work order processing (2 day reduction)
• $20,000 inventory savings
o One time inventory savings
Make Vs. Buy Evaluation Process
• Tri-Tec could possibly competitively machine these same parts by:
o Reducing set up times by 50%
o Programming machines to allow for multiple part set ups per tombstone
o Hiring skilled machinists to fill vacancies and 2nd/3rd shifts as required
• Tri-Tec should continue to in-source work currently subcontracted outside to maximize
machine shop efficiency and utilization
• In sourced brackets to keep machine shop working
Set Up Reduction
• 50% set up reduction
• Increased available capacity by 416 hours
• $39,520 annual labor savings
• $416,000 increased potential revenue
o 416 hours of available capacity
Repair Process
• Repair and Warranty Year-To-Date COGS = $129,314 (thru Aug 2015)
• Repair and Warranty COGS Annualized = $195,000 for 2015 (estimate)
• 5% Process Step Reduction
• 20% Improvement of Repair/Warranty Process
o 15 to 12 Day Reduction
• $39,000 Annual Savings
• 10% On-Time Delivery Improvement
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Field Service Process
• 100% process improvement
o There was no process
• 25% time spent per work order improvement
• $25,000 annual labor savings
• $90,000 increased revenue
o Unprocessed invoicing due to incomplete repair trip reports
Tangible Benefits Summary

∼ Savings (Actual)
∼
∼
∼

o $276,020
Cost Avoidance (Potential)
o $0.00
Revenue Opportunity (Available)
o $487,250
Total Benefit
o $763,270

Intangible Benefits
Work Order Process
• Increased production throughput as a result of smaller batch sizes
• Weekly quantity batches for higher volume parts
• Reduced “partial” builds on the same work order
• Reduced paperwork errors
• Reduced “partial” builds utilizing the “split order” feature in Horizons
• Reduced set up times by setting up multiple parts/tombstone
• Planning for all three departments: machine shop, mechanical and electrical assemblies
will increase throughput
• Machine Shop was not being planned
• Reduced first part inspections by 80% will increase throughput
• Inspectors will go to the machine to buy off the first part inspection
• Reduced machine downtime as a result of reduced first part inspections
• Updated Setup and Run Times for machine times in Great Plaines
• Eliminated current bottleneck on Lathe by reducing work order quantities
• Inventory Control closing the work order instead of accounting reduces paperwork
processing time
• Inventory Control found an additional inventory not previously recognized in the Great
Plaines system
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Make Vs. Buy Evaluation Process
• Tri-Tec could possibly competitively machine these same parts by:
• Reducing set up times
• Programming machines to allow for multiple part set ups per tombstone
• Hiring skilled machinists to fill vacancies and 2nd/3rd shifts as required
• Tri-Tec should continue to in-source work currently subcontracted outside to maximize
machine shop efficiency and utilization
• In sourced brackets this week to keep machine shop working
Set Up Reduction
• Designate a person to program machines to allow the machines to run multiple parts on
the same tombstone in the same setup
• Establish software controls with revision levels and reduced access to making software
changes by machinists
• Currently doing 3-4 set up’s per week = 208 per year and are increasing
• Averaging 4 hours per set up x 4 set ups/week x 52 weeks = 832 hours/year
• Increased quality as a result of having a programmer using standard process steps
Repair Process
• Repair and Warranty Year-To-Date COGS = $129,314 (thru Aug 2015)
• Repair and Warranty COGS Annualized = $195,000 for 2015 (estimate)
• Process Owner assigned and is Teresa Pannetta
• Repair Meeting established and will be convened by Teresa as needed
• Researching automating RMA Form in Tri-Tec Website
• QA to now create both electrical and mechanical repair paperwork
• QA to collect data and perform trend / pareto analysis
• Planning will now plan repair work orders
• Increased repair process throughput
• Improved customer on-time deliveries
• Improved repair efficiencies
Field Service Process
• Currently Tri-Tec has $90,000 waiting to be invoiced since December 2014 but can’t due
to lack of Repair Trip Reports. The new Repair Process will eliminate these types of
payment delays
• Repair information will be “real time” for internal decision making
• Repair information will be available daily to the customer for their review and approval
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Implementation Costs
•
•
•

Programmer for machine shop (1) - $65,000
Machine operators for 2nd/3rd shifts (2) - $100,000
Online software licensing (2) - $250.00

Project Objectives
•

Project will improve overall manufacturing effectiveness for a targeted Value Stream through a
strategy of Manufacturing Critical-path Time (MCT) Reduction.

•

Project impacts will include reduced costs and increased order fulfillment agility.

•

Through participation in project activities supplier will become familiar with Next Gen Lean
concepts, strategies, processes and tools such that --- post project --- they will be capable
of conducting similar manufacturing improvement efforts on their own.

Project Initiation
•

Project will focus on that portion of company's production manufacturing output as definedby
a specific Value Stream, which will be jointly selected during initial project activity.

•

The Value Stream selected should be significant enough to have meaningful impact yet be
of a focus that can be managed within the six month timeframe of this project.

•

Any investment required on the part of the participant must fit within the framework of their
existing asset management plan.

Steps Taken
1. System analysis to identify available routing information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Requested necessary data
Lacked good data standards and have difficulties with current ERP/MRP System
Trainers conducted analysis
Client uses a standard non-designated step router
Client uses a complex indented Bill of Material
Common sub-assemblies are built to stock, stored and kitted to assembly
One-off’s are handled with discrete WO’s and built as needed
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2. Part family identification
•
•
•

•

Trained client in concept and application of Part Families
Tri-Tec has designed in a large amount of commonality of parts and subcomponents
The Part Families or Value Streams as seen today in the facility:
• Actuators
• Valves
• Flux Drive
• Parts & Spares
The facility layout is not based around the Value Streams but rather functionality

3. Part family analysis
•

Tri-Tec is between Navy Contracts. The majority of current sales are for NE2
Actuators. Actuators were chosen so that the project benefits could be measured
and realized by the client:
Electric Actuators – 56.07% of Sales
• LE, SE, CE (NE2 is CE Replacement)
• HE, NE are new products
Valves – 21.73% of Sales
• Actuators with Valves – 20.56%
• Vent Valves – 1.17%
• Flux Drive – 0.22% of Sales
• Purchased Part with minimal machining and assembly
Parts & Spares – 20.82% of Sales

Tri-Tec Part Pareto Analysis
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4. Bom review for a common configuration NE2
BOM contains all Work Orders that we will be used in Part Tagging over the next 30
days
• Everything without a Work Order will be assigned to the department lead for creating
an estimated Part Tagging Sheet
5. Value Stream Mapping for current information flow and machine shop (NE2)
• Created current state and future state maps
• Developed summary and identified opportunities
• Created an Action Item List for 30/60/90 days
•
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6. Part Tagging
•
•

•

Trained supplier on the use of the part tagging sheets and the MCT software
Identified representative parts per family to track
Very common in production
Common routing steps and times
Document the part number used per Part Family
The team tagged core part family representative parts
30 days for team to collect and enter data into MCT software

7. MCT Mapping
•
•

Entered all part tagging data to generate MCT Map but was unsuccessful.
MCT Software was not able to create a map for a part with an indented Bill of
Materials. Sean had to manually create at the end of the project.

8. Value Stream Modeling Analysis
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developed a small core team and trained the team on the use of the modeling
software
Pulled in process experts as needed
Consultant built representative routings and what-if’s with supplier
Just modeling current state proved ineffective since there was almost no demand on
manufacturing
Low demand on manufacturing due to military contract negotiations
All scenario’s showed excess capacity
Opportunities were identified in Value Stream Mapping the NE2 build process as well
as modeling manufacturing processes

9. Management team identified five areas of focus for two Kaizens
•
•
•
•
•

Work Order Process (Suggested to team by CEO)
Impacts items 1 and 5 on pareto analysis
Make Vs. Buy Evaluation Process
Set Up Reduction in machine shop
Impacts items 3 and 4 on pareto analysis
Repair Order Process
Field Service Process

10. Kaizens
•
•
•
•

Created current and future State Value Stream Maps and summaries for each
identified process
Brainstormed solutions with team and created 30/60 day action plans for each
process
Implemented many changes during Kaizens
Quantified time impacts and cost savings
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Summarized Results
The MCT for a completed NE2 is 147 days. We were not able to gather a complete set of data
for every part it takes to complete an NE2. We had to make some assumptions and also make
some estimations in order to graph an NE2. Further data will have to be gathered by Tri-Tec to
replace estimations.
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The MPX modeling showed that they had excess capacity in every “what-if” we developed since
there is limited demand currently. What it did show was that Quality was a potential bottleneck.
We were able to take four employees that were being utilized by Quality for inspections and
remove that work content and deploy them for other work and in other areas.
The team was able to reduce the lead time (or MCT) to 66 days. That is an 81 day reduction or
55% improvement. These improvements were through the implementation of the identified
process improvements:
• 50% set up reduction – 17 Days
• 80% reduction in number of inspection steps – 43 Days
• Work Order Process improvements – 21 Days

Lessons Learned Regarding the NextGen Lean Process
Organizational
•
•
•
•

Business was slow and impacted the parts and work orders available to measure and
analyze
Small team and often had issues keeping folks dedicated to the project
Team saw value in the project, willing and enthusiastically participated
Value Stream Mapping processes was key to the success of the project

Critical-Path Mapping Software (MCT)
• Not enough work orders in the pipeline to measure all parts necessary for an affective
mapping
• MCT software currently does not have an output for a part with an indented Bill of
Materials
• Three separate occasions Tri-Tec had data input issues due to software development
problems
• Software support timing was a problem
• Need to coordinate customer projects with both software support teams for future
projects
• Customer found the time required to measure and input the 53 parts that made up an
NE2 was burdensome but necessary
• Client felt that lead time was captured in the Value Stream Mapping and felt the MCT
portion was redundant.
• We enjoyed the MCT Output when it worked and with some improvements could prove
to be a valuable tool
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Value Stream Modeling Software (MPX):
• The client enjoyed using the software and found it to be very useful
• Additional training on the initial software set up would be helpful to the client
• Developing a more robust training was suggested
• It would be nice to be able to take the information we collect in a VSM and standardize it
so transitioning to the software would be easier.
• We see this as a modeling tool but not a replacement for a Value Stream Map. We see
the possibility for the two to work well together in the future

Appendix
Remaining Action Items
Work Order Process* (10/09/15):
Contracts emails sales order to production manager and planning
Design process for planning to schedule machine shop
Identify optimal part batch sizes for work orders
Develop a split work order process
Create priority list to include both assemblies and machine shop
Begin marking work order in notes section when a completed kit
Begin using priority list to send kits
Train team to close work orders and post labor correctly
Train mechanical and electrical departments on RE: Work Order Change process
Identify what information inventory control needs included on a work order
Identify Horizons Software fields to input Inventory Control information
Modify Horizons Software Work Order Templates for WO changes
Repair Process* (10/30/15):
Research putting RMA form on website
Research GP assigning RMA #’s to website form out of GP
Research if website can download RMA form to customer
Send work orders to planning
QA create electrical repair paperwork
Collect data for trend/pareto analysis
Contacts convene repair meetings
Field Service Process* (10/23/15):
Set up GOCANVAS.Com application
Finalize field service request form
Create data collection and charts for Field Service
Discuss and create Field Service Team
Research and purchase tablets for field service trips
* Specific action item due dates are outlined in detail with resources in Project Report Out
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